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is the number of systemso 
is the value of the critical performance charac-
teristica 
is the conditional probability of "x" given "t"o 
may be either CR or c0 • 
is the reliability (cumulative probability) of 
the design value relative to the required value 
if xis CR and is the reliability of the operating 
relative to the design value if xis c0 o 
is the unreliability (cumulative probability)o 
is the dubiety (cumulative probability)o 
is the joint probability that both the design 
value and the o~erating values of a composite 
(representative) syst§m are reliable. 
is the overall unreliability (joint probability) 
that both the design value and the operating 
values of a composite (representative) system 
are unrel:j_able; it is, therefore, the "group 
unreliab:ility 11 o 
is the dubiety of the groupo If y is r, the 
dubiety is the joint probability that the com-
posite design value is reliable relative to the 
required value and the composite operating value 
is unreliable relative to the composite design 
valueo If y ism, th~· overall dubiety is the 
probability that either the design value is not 
reliable and the composite operating value is not 
unreliable or the composite design value is 
dubious and the composite operating value is 
unreliable o 








is the service rateo 
is the technological parameter which is state-of-
the-art dependent and which determines the amount 
by .which the design value or the operating value 
is decreased or improved by environment or 
maintenanceo 
is the cost per time interval; i.eo, payment due 
per time intervalo 
is the unit cost per system per time intervalo 
is the present worth of future costs of all 
associated activities at that time when z became 
of current interesto If z = g, then the time for 
which ·Pz is calculated is the birthdate of the 
groupo If z = F, then the time for which Pz is 
calculated is the beginning of thP. current 
planning horizon; _i o e o, for time I Ao 
is the birthdate of group "g"; it is the time at 
which that group enters the fleet. Its Fortran 
symbol will be "j". 
is the final date of the group "g"; it is the time 
at which the last member of that group leaves 
the fleeto 
is the time at which the current planning horizon 
begins. 
is the time at which the current planning horizon 
endso 
is the total number of systems from the same 
· group which have been exited from the fleet to 
dateo 
is a function of CJ)selected by management such 
that, if the true required value of the critical 
performance characteristic were to fall below it, 
then the composite design value would be con-
sidered reliable with respect to the ·requirements. 
is a function of Cn selected by management such 
that, if the true required value of the critical 
performance characteristic were to fall above it, 
then the composite design value would be con-






U o Co Ao 
is a f~ction of Cn _selected by management such 
that, if the opera~ing value of the critical. 
performance characteristic were to fal l above it 
the operating value would be considered reliable' 
with respect to the design value o 
is a function of Cn selected by management s uch 
that, if the opera~ing value of the critical. 
performance characteristic were t .o fall below i t, 
the operating value would be considered unreliable 
with respect to the design valueo 
is the probability that maintenance of a batch of 
systems from common group will be completed during 
the allowed turn-around time (L) in the proper 
type maintenance facility when standard tools, 
processes, knowledge and personneJ are used under 
expected environmental conditionso It is the 
current .. maintainability" of the batch in the 
facilityo 
is the probability that the number of systems 
ordered "Lk" time intervals prior .. to need will be 
delivered ~o the fleet inventory at the required 
time if the source uses the standard information, 
design methods, manufacturing methods and per-
sonnel under expected environmental conditions o 
"Source" means a particular combination of design 
and manufacturing sourceso 
is the r a tio of the number of system- hours during 
which the forecasted required value for th~ 
critical performance characteristic are met to 
the . total number of system-hours which could 
exist during the same time peri od if ea ch system 
in the group were always reliable o It is the 
11 availability" o 
is the cost per r eliable system per time interval; 
it is the amount of payment required per reliable 
system during one ,time interval o 
is the "group lifetime evaluation r a tio" and is 
defined as the ratio of the_cost of buying , 
systaining and exiting a typical system of a 
group over the lifetime of the group to the 
·average number of reliable syS'tems in the group 
during its time in the fleeto 
is the "procurement reaction control number" which 
is a management decision and seeks to assure the . 
proper. number of systems which wi ll meet future 
requirements by taking into account both the 
xiv 
decreasing number of currently reliable systems 
as time progresses and the sup:pliability of the 















is the time of. occurrenceo All subscripts in-
volving time intervals will .be written to the left 
of the associated symbolo All other subscripts 
will be written to the right of the associated 
symbol.a 
means "required" to meet the job specificationa 
stands for "group" and can be expressed in terms 
of its 01 j" and "k 81 a 
is the birthdate of the group; iaea, the date on 
which the group entered the fleet from some 
supply facilityo 
designates the groupvs type of design (standard, 
up-dated, modified) and the group 0 s sources.of 
design and manufacturea 
means 11 design 11 0 
means 11 operational 11 0 
means 11 the fleet inventory"o 
means "repair facility 18 or. 11 requiring repair" a 
means 81 mod.ification facili.tyi! or "requiring 
modification11 o 
means 11 scrap pile 
means "scrap pile 
forced 11 o 
natural causes 18 " 
wrecked or arbi t:rarily 
F refers to the whole fleeto 
I refers to the fleet inventoryo 
C means 11 associated overhead 11 o 
I; C shows that both the "I" sr1d the 11 c11 subscripts 











means "queuing" or 11 waitinguo 
means "performing the required activity 11 o 
means "shortage 11 o 
means "salvage value" o 
means uprocured" or "procurement facility 11 o 
means suppliedo 
means 11 total 11 o 
means "reliable in both design and operating 




This monograph is concerned with the activities of a 
fleet, not a systeme To distinguish between a system and 
a fleet the terms ''compound" and "mixture" will be borrowed 
from the field of chemistrya The constituents of a compound 
must be combined in fixed proportion and do not maintain 
their individual characteristics in the presence of each 
othere The constituents of a mixture are not combined in 
fixed proportions and commonly do maintain their individual 
characteristics in spite of the presen,ce and actions of each 
other. A system is a ''compound'' of componentso A fleet. is 
a "mixture" of components. The componenti of a fleet are 
systemsa Fleet systems may be planes, taxicabs, professors, 
engineers, machinists, booster rockets, turnapulls, milling 
machines., cold chisels, autonomous di visions of a company, 
companies, monies, etcetera; the term "fleet systems" is 
wideo 
Job requirements for a fleet at any time is expressed 
in terms of 
(1) the number of reliable systems required, and 
(2) the value required for the predesignated critical 
performance characteristic .. 
1 
Job specifications ar~ those job requirements which must be 
equaled or exceeded during the time in t erval in question in 
order that the fleet be able to accomplish its preassigned 
tasko 
Forecasting the future job requirements for fleets is 
one of the jobs of high level managemento The staffs of 
each manager involved in the forecasting will present 1to 
2 
the managers their opinions and reasons for the various 
predictionso From these staff predictions and other know-
ledge the managers will form their own opini ons concerning 
future job requirements for each fleeto Usually the 
opinions of the committee of managers who gather to solidify 
the forecasts of job requirements will differ somewhato 
However, comproID:ises regarding ( 1) the ·numbers of relia.ble 
systems required for each fleet over the planning horizon, 
( 2) the designation of some systems performance charac-
teristics for us~ as the critical ones for the expected 
mission types, and (3) the required maximum and the required 
minimum values of the critical _performance characteristics 
over the planning horizons are eventually reached and the 
job specifications for each fleet are stated o 
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the r .esul ting- job speci-
fications for a fleet do vary with time and are expressed 
in terms of (1) the estimated maximum and minimum values of 
the management-designated critical performance charac-
teristic and (2) the required number of reliable systemsa 




Figure 1. A Job Specifi~ati61n for ~- Fleet: The 
Forecasted Re.qui~ed Number of 
Reliable Systems .. 
3 
ports four years from now might require 100 planes with 
cruis.ing speeds of 1100 to 1500 miles per houro Job 
4 
specifications for senior engineering professors seven years 
from now might be theoretical and applied knowledge as 
evidenced by a PhoDo in engineering, a Master 0 s degree in 
statistics or business administration and three to five 
years of progressive work in industryo The expected values 
for the extremes of the required critical performance 
. characteristic (namely. tCR .. · and tCR . ) are based upon ···· ' max min 
the. expected ·types of missions and environments a Because 
the missions and environments change with time, the fore-
casted required values also change. Obviously the further 
into the future a forecaster must project, the less certain 
.are.the valueso The range between the expected maximum and 
minimum values of tCR i~creases as time progresses .and, as 
shown in Figure 3, the management-estimated distribution of 
the CR values between these extremes may flatteno 
A fleet inventory is defined as being composed of those 
systems which are currently operational; ioeo, those fleet 
systems which are neither in the scrap pile nor currently 
in the maintenance facilitieso The function of a fleet 
inventory is to meet the projected job specifications for 
that fleet., At any moment in time a fleet inventory may 
expE3rience simultaneously the f·ollowing gains and losses 
which are illustr~ted in Figure 4~ 
(1) the permanent loss of agip..g and ~recked systems 
by transition to the_unreliable state and there-
5 
Figure 2 •. A Job Specification for a Fleet: The 
Estimated Maximum and Minimum Values of 
Management-Designed Performance. 
Characteristic 
AT TIME t1 : 
( C ) . (tCR)MAX. t R MIN. 1· 
.(J 
f(CRlt2) 
AT TIME t2: t2 > t, 
"--------(--) _______ (;a.._\_' ______ _.,. t CR . 
. tCR MIN . tCR/MAX 
: ·Figure ). Postulated Distribution of the B.equired -Value 
of the ··crli tical · Performance! Char~ct_eristic 
at Different T1mes . 
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fore to the scrap pilej 
(2) the temporary loss of aging systems by transition 
to the maintenance states and therefore to the 
repair and the modification facilities, 
(3) the gain of renewed and modified systems from 
the maintenance (r~pair and modification) 
facilities, 
(4) the gain of new systems from the supply facilities. 
Repair is distinguished from modification by the fact 
that repair seeks to bring the operating value closer to the 
design value of the critical performance characteristic and 
hence improves only the operating valuee ~edification seeks 
to improve the design value of the critical performance 
characteristic and hence improves the operating value as 
well as the design valuee For a plane, repair would be 
exemplified by both the installation of new turbine blades 
in the place of pitted ones in the jet engine and the 
installation of a new engine of the same designo Such 
repairs on a plane would increase the operating speed of 
the planeQ Modification of a plane would be exemplified by 
the installation of a new engine of an improved typeo Such 
a modification to a plane would increase the design value 
as well as the operating value of the speed of the planeo 
The purpose of this monograph is to.present a method 
for calculating the costs and other measures of fleet in-
ventory effectiveness while continually trying to meet the 
time-dependent job specification for the fleet over a 
planning horizono Based upon the theory developed several 
measures of effectiveness ( "figures of meri t 11 ) may be 
calculated in terms of the reliabilities, maintainabilities 
and suppliabilities of groups; namely, 
(1) the average shortage of reliable systems over 
the planning horizon, 
8 
(2) the present worth of the cost of buying, operating 
and maintaining the fleet under the assumption 
that the purpose of the fleet inventory is to 
try to meet the changing job specifications, 
( 3) the availability of the fleet at any time 11 t 11 
within the planning horizon, 
(4) the.cost per reliable system in the fleet at any 
time II tn o 
Several measures of effectiveness of the individual 
groups also may be calculated; namely, 
(1) the availability of the group at any time 11 t 11 
within its "lifetime 11 ( the length of time any 
member of the group is .in the fleet) 9 
(2) the cost per reliable system in the group at any 
time 11 tn within the group~s lifetimeo 
Taken into account for all mea·sures of effectiveness will 
be design obsolesence, decay of critical performance charac-
teristics, repair and modification, the entering of new 
systems of both standard and improved types of design into 
the fleet and the exiting of aged and other syst~ms from 
the fleeto 
9 
Theoretical relationships among reliability, maintain-
ability, availability, suppliability and costs for a fleet 
which must try to meet jo:b r.equirement.s are developed· in 
Chapters II through VIIo Chapter VIII presents a sample 
problem in order to enhance the reader's awareness of the 
interplay among the state vector of the fleet inventory, 
the management-dictated decision variables, the parameters 
of the problem and the costs involvedo Chapter IX states 
the summary, conclusions and suggestions ·for future research, 
For the convenience of the reader the nomenclature was 
placed a-:{; the beginning of the thesis and the symbols were 
listed approximately in order of occurrenceo 
CHAPTER II 
DESIGN AND OPERATING VALUES OF THE CRITICAL 
PERFORlVIANCE CHARACTERISTIC 
The design of a system is planned to meet or exceed 
the expected value of the then-current performance :r.equire-
ments; in other words, the design value of the __ performance 
characteristic at time "t" C must equal to or greater 't D' 
than the required value, tCR' at that time. There is always 
a probability that a past design, a current design or even a 
just-firmed-up design may be obsoleteo Fortunately most 
systems are designed for ''growth" and. hence are initially 
designed with ten greater than the forecasted maximum of the 
required value of the performance characteristic at time 
11 t 11 • When the Cn of a system is less than some future 
desired value, modification may be used to increase it from 
the initial production value toa somewhat larger value .. 
Repair, however, does not change CD" 
Al though a system is des.igned to. have specific per-
formance characteristics, -it is well known that the oper-
ating value of the critical performance characteristic of a 
system, t c0 , is generally less than that system 1 s design 2 . 
value, t CD' when t 2 > t 1 o The deterioration of the oper-
. 1 . 
ating value is. the result 'of usage and environmental 
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condi tionso The actual amount of decay which will take 
place is probabilistic, but the expected maximum and minimum 
values of tCo may be predicted from historical data., Both 
repair and modification will increase tCoe 
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A group is a collection of systems which have the same 
design value and which were procured from the same source 
at the same time .. Thus. a group is designated by 
(1) its 11 birthdate 11 , which is the time it entered 
the fleet 9 
( 2 )_ its kind of design, which is either standard or 
up-dated or new, 
(3) its source of design, 
(4) its source of manufacture, which may be the same 
as its source of design .. 
In this monograph the first designation has been assigned 
the Fortran subscript 11 j 11 o The last three designations have 
been combined in the assigned Fortran subscript "k'' as 
illustrated by the array in Table I which arbitrarily 
assumes three sources of design and the same three sources 
of manufactureo Thus, g~oup "g" is designated by a par-
ticular combination (j,k)o For example, Boeing, Lockheed 
and North American could each design a plane for different 
speeds and could be forced by the government to manufacture 
the others designo 
A batch is a collection of systems which are in the 
same group and which have the same operating valueo Thus, 
a batch is characterized by its size (the number of systems 
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TABLE I 
THE ''k" DESIGNATION FOR A GROUP 
The ttkll Source of Design/Source o'f Manufacture 
Designation 
(Illustrated) B/B B/L B/N L/B L/L L/N N/E l N/L ! N;i\f 
standard 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 
Design 
up-dated 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23 26 
Type 
new 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 
composing it) and by the design and the operating values of 
the critical performance characteristic common to the 
systems composing ito 
When first procured, all systems in a group will 
belong to the same batch; but as time progresses the group 
will be fractured into increasingly smaller sized batches 
by the useage and the maintenance received by each system. 
Some systems will be scrappede Eventually each batch 
remaining in the fleet would consist of only one systemo 
To keep track of the history of each system in a fleet is 
time consuming or impossible, but the ability of the fleet 
to meet job specifications at any time is determined by the 
design and operating values of each system in the fleet 
inventoryo The problem is attacked in the following way 
which permits calculations for all current fleet inventory 
systems belonging to the same group to be made. as. if the 
systems had fl common design value and common maximrnn and 
minimum operating values and as if they --had previously be-
longed in only three bat_ches o 
A "composite system'', .which represents in action the 
fleet inventory members of the group, is formed by calcu-
lating composite design values and composite operating 
values for those memberso The. coI11posite design value ,and 
the composite operating values are calculated by weighting 
the design values and the operating values, respectively, 
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of a typical system in each of the groupvs batches by the 
number of systems composing the batch the typical system 
represents. Figure 5 demonstrates the concurrent activities 
of the batches from a single group~ One batch of reliable 
s_ystems remain in the fleet inventory; two batches of non-
reliable systems are sent to the two types of maintenance 
facilities; one batch of unreliable systems is sent to the 
scrap pile and two earlier batches of systems are returned 
to the fleet inventory from the maintenance facilities in 
renewed conditiono The three batches of thEl group which 
determine the fleet inventory composite design value .and the 
composite maximum and minimum operating values for that 
group during the c~rrent time interval are the two batches 
(Nri and Nmi) which re-entered the fleet inyentory from the 
maintenance facilities just prior to the beginning of the 
current time interval and the batch (NRR) which remained 
reliable throughout that time intervala When members of 
the group are forced to leave the inventory, assume that 
. (3) 
Nmi 



















Figure 5 ,,' Concurrent· Activities of the 
Batches of Group 11 g 11 at 
Time 11 t 11 
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they (NiE) belonged to the reliable batcho Obviously, those 
batches which hgye left the inventory have no effect on the 
composition of .the fleet inventory.during the current time 
interval .. Let the composite design value and the composite 
maximum and minimum operating values for those member 
systems of group "g11 which are in the fleet inventory at 
time 11 t 11 be calculated thusly: 
tCDg = {[t-1CDg][t-1NRRg - t-1Nieg] + [t-Lr-/lng][t-1Nrig] 
+ [t-Lm-/5ng + t-r.,.-1 6Dg][t-lmig]} I 
f-1NRRg + t-1Nrig + t-1Nmig - t-1NiE~ ( 2" 1) 
+ [t-L _}j 9 max;g + t-Lr-1 0 03g][t-1Nrig] r 
+ [t-L -1°e max;g + t-1 -1 6 05g][t-1Nmig~ I m m 
f-1NRRg + t-1Nrig + t-1Nmig - t-1NiEg} (2o2) 
t 0 e min;g = {[t-1° a min;g - t 0 -1 02g][t-1NRRg - t-1NiEg] 




( 1) the technological parameters t- 1 o 01 g and 
(2) 
t- 1 6 02g are the amounts by which deterioration 
reduces the t-1c0g maximum and minimum values of 
the systems which were in the fleet inventory 
during the previous interval of time; 
6 and 6 04g are the amounts by t-Lr 03g t-Lr 
which repair improves the t=LrCOg maximum and 
minimum values of the systems which were in the 
repair facilities during the previous Lr inter-
vals of time; 
(3) t-L 6 05g and t-L 6 06g are the amounts by 
m m 
which the modification did improve the t-L c0g 
m 
maximum and minimum values of those systems 
which were in the modification facilities during 
the previous Lm intervals of time; and 
(4) t-L o Dg is. the amount by which the modification 
m . 
was designed to improve the t-LCDg of those 
systems which were in the modification facilities 
during the previous Lm intervals of timeo 
The technological parameters are so-named because 
their values depend upon the state-of-the-arts involved and 
may improve as time progresseso The values assigned to 
them must be based on historical data and/or informed 
judgemento 
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Methods for calculating the number of systems in each 
of the batches will be given in Chapter Vo 
Equation (2o1) points out the fact that the design 
value of the characteristic which·. the composite system for 
group 11 g 11 will exhibit during the early part of the current 
time interval "t", which ends at time 11 t 11 , is dependent· 
upon the following: 
(1) the composite design value of the previous time 
interval (t_ 1cDg) which is weighted by the number 
of systems in the reliable batch held over from 
that time interv~l ( t ... 1NRR); 
(2) the composite design value of a time interval 
which occurred Lr time intervals prior to the 
current time interval (t-L ~ .. 1cDg) when that batch 
r 
which was returned to the fleet inventory from 
the repair facility during the previous time 
interval had been sent to the repair facility 
from the fleet inventory; that design value is 
weighte,d by the number of systems in the returned 
batch. (t_1Nrig); 
(3) the composite design value of a time interval 
which occurred Lm time intervals prior to the 
current time interval (t-L _ 1cDg) when that batch 
m 
which was returned to the fleet inventory from 
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the modification facility during the previous 
time interval had been sent to the modification 
facility from the fleet inventory; that design 
value is weighted by the number of systems in the 
ret.urned batch (t_1Nmig) and improved by the 
amount which the state-of-the-art of modification 
will provideo 
For a plane which has speed defined as its critical 
performance characteristic, Equation (2o1) states that the 
design speed which the flee~ inventory will seem to have 
during the current time interval 11 t 11 is the equal to the sum 
of 
(1) the product of the unchanged design speed of the .., 
batch of reliable planes, which were left over 
from the previous time interval, and the number 
of planes which were in that batch; 
(2) the product of the unchanged design speed of the 
batch of planes, whi.ch had just returned from the 
repair facility where it had spent Lr time 
intervals, and the number of the planes in the 
returned batch; and 
(3) the product of the increased design speed of the 
batch of planes, which had just returned from 
the modification facilities where it had spent 
Lm time intervals, and the number of planes in 
the returned batcho 
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Figure 60 Effects of Modification on the Design Value 
of the Critical Performance Characteristic 
of a Group of Standard-Design Systems 
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design value of the critical performance characteristic of 
a group of standard-design systems. A standard design, 
system is one whose design value of the critical performance 
characteristic (ten) barely meets the maximum forecasted 
required value of the characteristic (tCR ) at .the time .. . max 
it is deliver,ed to the fleet. A design is obsolete when its 
tCD s tCR min• In Figure 5 "\t" is the time at which the 
system'enters the fleet; "tbtt is the time ~t which the 
design would become obsolete if modification did not occur; 
11 t 0 11 is the time at which the system leaves the fleet 
inventory and goes to the modification facility; "td" is 
the time at which the modified system is returned to the 
fleet inventory; and "t/' is the time at which the modified 
design becomes obsoleteo (t0 - td) is equal to the allowed 
modification "turn-around 0 time. "Tum-around'' time in-
. eludes the time to discover the r.1cf;l.ed for maintenance, the 
administrative time, the. two-way transportaion time and the 
actual time required for maintenance. 
Figure 7 shows the .estimated effects of decay, repair 
and modification on the expected maximum and minimum oper-
ating values of the critical performance characteristic of 
a group of systems. Modification takes.longer to perform 
than does repair but it improves the operating~alues by 
greater amounts than does repair. In the figure, "ta" is 
the time at which a group of systems entered the fleet; 
"tk" is the time at which two of the systems were sent to 
the :maintenance facilities; "tc" is the time at which the 
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I . L_ - REPAIRED SYSTEM RETURNED: TO FLEET INVENTORY 
L_....;. ___ TWO SYSTEMS SENT TO 
MAINTENANCE FACILITIES 
Figure 7 .. Estimated Effects of Decay, Repair and 
Modification on the Expected Maximum and 
Minimum Operating Values of the Critical 
Performance Characteristics of a Group 
of Systems 
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repaired system returned to the fleet inventory; and "td" is 
the time at which the mod~fied system was returned to the 
fleet inventoryo 
Figure 8 shows the estimated effects of decay of 
operating val.ues and maintenance on the-operating and_design 
val.ues of the critical. performance characteristic of a group 
of systems of new or up-dated design.a Lines (ak) and (cl) 
show the forecasted decay patterns of the maximum and mini-
mum operating val.ues of the critical· characteristic for a 
group when the original design has greater value than the 
maximum required at the _time (Bg) when the group entered the 
fleet with the new or up-dated design and when no mainte-
nance occurso The. range of operating values (point 11 a" to 
point 11 c") is the initial expected range of t_he group's 
operating value but the range is expected to widen as time 
progresseso Because a design is ,probably obsolete when its 
value is equal to the minimum required value of the critical 
per~ormance characteristic, the greatest amount of elapsed 
time which could be expected prior to the design obso.-
·. lescen~e is ( th - Bg) if· repair _we~e c~i];14.-n11--o,us, ~4> a.J..weys 
brought back the operating value of the critical performance 
characteristic to the design value of the characteristic; 
ioeo, if there were ideal repairo Lines (or) and (pq) show. 
the more usual results of actual repair on the maximum and 
mi~imum operating values of the crit:i.cal characteristic; 
that is, usually repair does not make the operating values 
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Design Value and the Operating Value of-the Critical 






decay nor equal to the design valueo Lines (di) and {fj) 
are the operating values which might occur as a result of 
modification and line (eg) may be the resulting new design 
value of the critical per,formance characteristic which might 
occur from modificationo Notice that modification has 
increased the time to probable design obsolescence from 
"th" to "tg" .. 
CHAPTER III 
RELIABILITY AND NON-RELIABILITY OF A GROUP 
Only those systems which are in the fleet inventory at 
the moment can be used to meet current job specificationo 
It is the reliability and the non-reliability of these fleet 
inventory systems which are the concern of this chaptero 
Group reliability at time 11 t 11 is.defined as the.probability 
that those systems which are in the fleet inventory during 
the time.interval, which ends at time 11 t 11 , will be able to 
perform their assigned tasks during that interval if they 
are used under the environmental .conditions for which they 
were designedo Group reliability is dependent upon both the 
reliability of the .composite design value of the group 0 s 
fleet inventory systems and the reliability of the composite 
operating value of the group O s fleet inventory systems o 
Design Reliability, Dubiety and Unreliability 
Whether a specific des.ign value of the critical per-
formance characteristic will be obsolete or reliable at some 
future time is dependent upon whether that design value is 
smaller or larger than the required value of the character-
istic at that timeo The future growth pattern of the re-
quired value of the critical performance characteristic can 
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not be forecast with certaintyo Instead, estimated maximum 
and minimum required values are stated for future dateso 
A probabilistic distribution of required values is assumed 
to exist between these extreme valuesQ Hence there is a 
risk involved in declaring that at a specific future date 
the composite design value of a group 0 s fleet inventory 
systems (tCDg) will become obsoleteo Informed judgement 
should, however, allow management ·to select two functions of 
tCD such that, if the true required value were to fall g . 
below one of these functions~say, tG ag-· -then the composite 
design value would be considered reliable, and, if the true 
required value were to fall above the other of these 
functions-say, tGbg-then the composite design value of the 
group would be considered unreliable with respect to the 
concurrent required value. If the true required value were 
to fall inbetween tGag and tGbg' the status of the design 
value would be dubiousa Because the true required value of 
the cri tica1 performance characteristic is not knovm at any 
time and only its probable maximum and minimum values and 
distribution are fore casted, the cumulative probal?.ili ties 
in the following equations will be used to define, respec-
tively, the reliability, the unreliability and the dubiety 
of the composite design value for the group "g" a-:t some 
time 11 t 11 with respect to the concurrent true required value 
performance characteristic: 
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(3 .. 2) 
( 3" 3) 
where 
t(Ga)g = f~nction 1 of tCDg 




Unless additional knowledge otherwise indicates, the fol-
lowing functions may be used to further define the Gas~ 
t(Ga)g =.[fa][tCDg] and fa < 1 aOOO (3 ,,4) 
t(Gb) = [fb][tCDg] and fb > 1.,000 e (Jo5) 
J g 
As shown in Figure 9, t'PDg + tii:f5g + 'ill'* -t Dg - 1 0 (3 .. 6) 
For example, assume the design speed of the group 11 gus 11 
composite fleet inventory plane is 800 miles per hour and 
that management stipulates that the composite design speed 
of the plane in the fleet inventory will be considered 
reliable with respect to the true required speed if the true 
required speed is less than 95 per cent of the design speed 
and will be considered unreliable if the true required speed 
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( tCR)MIN. tGQg tGbg (tCR)MAX, 
Figure. 9o .. Design Rel.iab,ili ty, Dubiety and Unreliab:i.li ty' 
· ·.of.the Current Fleet Inven.tory· Systems· of 
Group 11 g 11 Expressed in Terms of~ Possible 
Dis.t.ribution of. the· Systems Current 
Required Value of the Critical Performance 
Characteristic and Their Composite Design 
·value 
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tGag = (095)(800) = 760 miles per hour and tGbg = (1..05)(800) 
= 840 miles per houro However 1 the true required speed is 
not known with certainty as previouuly pointed out., Figure 
10 illustrates the time dependency of the proportions of 
probability among the reliability, dubiety and unreliability 
of the design value with respect to the time-dependent esti-
mated maximum and minimum required values of the critical 
performance characteristic (speed) when there has been no 
modification .. At the time the group enters the fleet 
(time Bg), tGag is greater than all possible values of the 
true required speedo As time progresses the proportion of 
possible values of the. true required speed ,which tGag is 
larger than becomes smaller and the proport~on of possible 
values of the true required speed which tGbg is less than 
becomes larger .. The striped portions of the f(CRlt) versus 
.. CR sections indicate the reliability (probability of being 
reliable) of the desig:n'speed with respect to the current 
true required speed., The smoky portions of the sections 
indicate the unreliability (probability of being unreliable) 
of the design speed and the dotted portions of the sections 
indicate the dubiety (probability pf being .of dubious worth) 
of the design speeda 
Operating Rel.iabili ty, Dubiety and Unreliability 
The actual decay pattern of the composite operating 
value of the critical performance characteristic of the 
group "g" composite system can. not be predicted exactly a 
ASSUMPTIONS: 
tfa. = CONSTANT 
t fb = CONSTANT 
tf a. < 1.000 < · tf b 
NO MODIFICATION OCCURS 
// 
tGa.9 :=: (tfa.) (tCo9) 
f ( CR I t) 









tGbg = (tfb) (tCo9) 
Figure 10a Time-Dependency of the Properties of Probability Among the Reliability, 
th13..Dubiety and the Unreliability _of the Design Value With Respect to 
the Time=Dependent Estimated.Maximum and-Minimum Values of the Critical 




Hence there is a risk involved in declaring the composite 
operating value of a group 0 s fleet inventory syst~ms, tCOg' 
to be either reliable or unreliable with respect to its 
design value, tCDgo Informed judgement should, however, 
allow management to select some fraction of the design 
value (say, tG2g) above which the operating values should be 
classified as reliable and anoth_er fraction of the design 
value (say, tG)g) below which the operating values should be 
classified as unreliableo The status of those operating 
values which __ fall between the two management-designated 
values, tG2g and tG3g, is dubiouso Figure 11 illustrates 
these points graphically and the equations below illustrate 
them mathematically: 
j'Jt0og>max 
t•og . f(ccJt) 
tG2g 
t•~g _fG.~g f) (.Co.' t) dCo J,,(t0og min 
(3.7) 
(Jo8) 
( 3 0 9') 
where, _unless additional knowledge indicates that different 
functions should be used, 
tG2g = [tf2J[tCDg] 
tG3g = ~tf3]C,tCDg] 
(Jo 10) 




tG2g 8 · tG3g ARE FUNCTIONS OF tCog . 
¢** 
t Og 
Operating Reliability, Dubiety and 
Unreliability of the Current Fleet 
Inventory Syslems of Group 11 g 11 Expressed 
in Terms of Possible D_istribut.ion of the 
Systems·current Operating Values and Their 
Current Composite Design Value of the 
Critical Performance Characteristic 
''' ' 
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and tf2 and tf3 are fractions which are designated by 
current management policieso 
As shown in Figure 11 for the composite system from 
group 11 gn at time 11 tn: 
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(Jo12) 
For example, assume that the composite design speed of 
group ''g's" composite fleet inventory plane is 800 miles per 
hour and that management stipulates that the ope~ating 
; 
speeds of those planes which are greater than 90:i;:,er cent of 
, the composite design speed will be classified as reliable 
and those operating speed which are less than 80 per cent of 
the composite design speed will be classified as unreliableo 
Hence tG2g = (090)(800) = 720 miles. per hour and tGJg 
= ( .. 80)(800) = 640.miles per houro Fleet inventory planes 
which beiong_to the s?,m~ group have vari~µs operating speed~ 
Figure 12 illustrates the time-dependency of the proportions 
of probability among. the reliability, dubiety and. unre-
liability of the time-d.ependent operating values of the 
•J 'I ' ' 
fleet inventory members of group ''g" wi.th respect to their 
' 
composite design speed when there has been no repa:i,r or 
modification. At the time the group enter the 1fleet ( time 
Bg) ,tG2g ~s less. than most or all of the operating speeds .. 
As time progresses the op.erating speeds of the planes in the 
fleet inventory decay, ·the. proportion of operating speeds 
greater than tG2g decreases and .th.e ~roportion of operating 
speeds less than tGJg increaseso The striped portions of 
ASSUMPTIONS: 
t f2 = CON STANT 
it:~ = CONSTANT 
tf3 < 1f2< LOOO 
NO REPA!H OR MODIFI-
CATION OCCUR 
, HC9 1 t) 
·w~~+rl\. ·- C99. 
,,....,.,,., 
' --
;;> ~- ,- -- , £?,~---.;:- • = "C 'l,!Vt) - - D - - • - - _-c- -~ .:::;;.,..;;-~ ---/.·-~-,:--:i;:~:-··, 0 Oo oo O ooav·~ -- "- C 








1G2g = (if 2) (t<;o9) 
Time .... Dependency of.the Proportions of Probability. Among ·the Reliability, 
the.Dubiety and the Unreliability of the Time-Dependent Operating Values 
of the Fleet Inventory Members of Group "g" With R!=)spect to Their 
Composite Design Value of the Critical Performance Characteristic 




the f(c0 !t) versus c0 sections indicate the reliability 
(probability of being reliable) of the composite operating 
speed with respect to the current composite p.esign speed of 
the current fleet inventory members of group "g". The smoky 
portiqns of the sections indicate the unreliability (prob-
ability of being unreliable) of the operating speed and the 
dotted portions of the sections indicate the dubiety (prob"."' 
ability of being of dubious worth) of the operating speed. 
System Reliability, Repairability, Modifiability 
and Unreliability 
. A system is reliable at. time 11 t 11 only if both its 
design and operating values are reliable at that,,time. 
Therefore the reliability of the composite system from group 
11 g" at time "t" is the joint probability 
(3.13) 
and determine.a the proportion of the fleet inventory systems 
from group "g'' which will be able to meet the required job 
performance requirements at that time. In other words, 
tRg is the conditional probability that those systems which 
belong to group 18 g" will be reliable during time interval 
"t",. given that they were in the fleet inventory at· time 
(t - 1). 
A system is unreliable, at time "t" if both its design 
and operating va.Lues are unreliable at that 4ime. The 
unreliabili_ty of the composite sys·tem from group "-~" at time 
36 
11 t" is the joint probability 
(3.14) 
The unreliability of a composite system determines the pro-
portion of fleet inventory systems from that group which 
will be unable to meet the job performance requirements at 
that .time and will be sent to the scrap pile. Thereafter 
' ,1 . 
these systems .are no longer classified as being part of the 
fleet. 
If the composite system o:f group "g" at time 11 t 11 is 
reliable in design but non-reliable in operation, it is of 
dubious worth at time ''tfl because· it requires repair. Hence, 
the repair-requiring dubiety of the comp.osi te · system is the 
proportion of the fleet inventory systems from group "gt' 
which at time "t" will be of dubious worth but will be 
repairable and is the joint probability: 
(3 .. 15) 
If the composite system of group "g" at time "t" is 
non-reliable in design and not unreliable in operation, or, 
if its design is dubious and its operation -- is unreliable, 
then the composite system is of dubious worth because it 
requires modification. Hence the proportion of group "g's" 
fleet inventory systems which will be of dubious worth at 
time "t", because modification.is required, is 
... . . --- ' ' ... " 
(3.16) 
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The fact that 
(3., 17) 
can be shown by realizing that a system mu$t exist simul-
taneously in both a design state and an operating state and 
that 
'l'he Venn diagram in Figure. 13 illustrates relationships 
among Equations (3 .. 13), (3o14), (3.,15), (3.,16) and (3 .. 18)., 
Henceforth the symbols tRg, tug, tDrg and tDmg will be 
referred to, ·respectively, as the 11 reliabili ty", "unreli-
ability'', ''repair-dubiety" and "modification-dubiety" of 
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CHAPTER IV 
MAINTAINABILITY AND SUPPLIABILITY 
The purpose of a control function is to assure the 
attainment of objectives by limiting the amount of variation 
of the system's variables from. the required values., Mainte-
nance, in the forms of repair and modification, is the 
method b~ which the performance characteristics of the 
'" 
systems in the fleet inviantory are controlled. Repair in-
creases the operating value of the critical performance 
.characteristic of a system by renewing faulty components .. 
:Modification. increases both the design value and the oper-
ating value of the critical performance characteristic of 
a system by modernizing components of the s;ystem .. 
Maintainability is a function of the size of the in-
coming batches, .. the allocated lead time and the service rate 
of the maintenance jacilitye Batch design-maintainability 
(tMDg) is defined as the probability that modification of 
the batch from group "g'' ".\7hich entered the modifi9ation 
facilities at t~me "~ - 1ro)" will be completed, ~d the whole 
batch returned to the fleet inventory at time "t'' when the 
modification is performed under the expected environmental 
circumstanceso Environmental circumstances includes tools, 
techniques, personnel and physical environment and 
39 
determines the service rateo In other words, 
Batch operation-maintainability (tlVIog) is defined as 
the probability that repair of the batch from group "g'' 
which entered the repair facilities at time "(t - L ). will . . . r 
be completed and the whole batch returned to the fleet 
40 
inventory at time 0 t" when the repair is performed under the 
expected environmental circumstanceso In other words, 
(4o2) 
Design of the system will dictate the greatest ease 
with which and hence the minimum time. in which repair and 
modification can be performed on the systems by an ideal 
repair or modification facility.. 'lhe ranges. of and the 
probabilities of maintenance times are functions of the 
types of equipment, the abilities of the.maintenance per-
sonnel, . the queuing classifications and the sequenc:'sing 
associated with the facility,, Research to express the 
service rate. and the maintenance. times. as func·tions of the 
elements mentioned in this paragraph is beyond the scope of 
this project but will be the next research project of the 
author .. 
For purposes of this research, the.operation maintain-
ability and the design maintainab'ility will be determined 
from the general type of distribution curves illustrated in 
Figures 14 and 150 These curves demonstrate that the 
·.'\ ·.· 
. ( 
I • • t = "'.' r 
REPAIR FACILITY CONGESTION ;: L . t'Nirg 
. . (:t-2Lr . 
. :·' ·. . ,• " ' . . . . .. 
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. Figure 14.. .Operating Mai:ntainablli ty .Versus Exp.epted: 
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Figure 15 .. Design Maintainability Versus Expected 
Congestion in the Mo?-ification· Facility 
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probability of returning to the fleet inventory at time 11 t11 
those systems which left exactly "L" time intervals pre-
viously is dependent upon 
( 1) the __ number of systems which were already in the 
maintenance facility at the time the recently 
arrived systems entered; 
(2) . the average maintenance time allocated, "L"; and 
(3) the average maintenance service rate(µ) and its 
maximum value, which may __ be called its capacity o 
The rate of change of maintainability curves with respect 
to congestions present in the facilities at the times the 
batches .E~;n.ter are bimodal because it is believed that the 
sense- of urgency produced by the appearance of larger 
amounts of ·work will increase somewhat the service rates and 
hence will increase the probability that tNrig will equal 
t-LrNirg and that tNmig will ~qual t-LmNimgo 
Suppliability 
Supply.is the method. by which the number of systems in 
the fleet inventory can be limited and hence is a control 
function, tooo An increase in the number of systems of 
up-dated design will __ be more costly ap.d require a longer 
lead time than the same number of systems of standard design 
but usually the percentage of the up-dated design systems 
which will be reliable over a stated period of time is 
larger than the percentage of standard design systems which 
could enter the fleet at the same timeo 
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Sources of systems may be either .internal·or external 
to the fleet inventory owner-company, which is the customer 
for the systems .. Each source may require .different lead 
times in order to assure delivery at a specific time for the 
standard and/or new or up-dated designso Usually the fleet 
owner will specify a delivery date w:P,ich, in turn will allo-
cate the lead time. Thus the fleet owner is concerned with 
the ability of a source to deliver within the specifi?d lead 
time the number and the type of systems orderedo Suppli-
ability is a measure of the ability of a specific combi-
nation of designing and manufacturing sources to deliver a 
specific type (design) system in specific numbers within a 
specific amount of time .. Suppliability is defined as the 
probability that the number of systems, ordered at time "t" 
· which is ''Lk" time intervals prior to need, will be de~ 
livered to the fleet inventory O:il ti~e .if the 9.oµrc.e."uses 
.standard information, design methods and manufacturing 
.methods under expected environmental. conditions .. In other 
words, 
t+LkSg E p((t+LkNSg = tNp)} Lk,µk) o , (4 .. 3) 
For purposes of this research, suppliability will be 
' 
expressed as a function of the congestion in the channels of 
the source wl'l.ich supplies.systems of that design .. Figure 16 
illustrates the relationship between congestion and suppli-
ability .. As shown! congestion is measured by the number of 
systems involved in the unfilled ordersa Notice that the 
·. less-standard the design the smaller is the probability that 
tsg 
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Figure ·16 o Suppliabili ty Versus Expected Congestion 
in.the Supply Facility 
the design and manufacture of the group will be completed 
during the lead time (Lk) -for that .. design.. In other words 
' ' 
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a new design has much less ch~ce of being completed during 
the lead time allocated to it than .does a. ,.standard design 
because the "pitfalls" are better known in the latter case .. 
CHAPTER V 
FLEET INVENTORY BATCHES 
As shown in Figure 8 five batches of systems from group 
11 g 11 simultaneously enter and leave the fleet inventoryo The 
destinations of the three exiting batches are the scrap pile 
and the two types of maintenance facilities for repair and 
modification .. The sources of the two entering batches are 
the two types of maintenance facilities. 
The size of the exiting batches are d.ependent upon the 
total number of systems from group "g" which were in the 
fleet inventory at the beginning.of the time interval and 
upon their reliability and non-reliability values during 
that intervalo In other words, the number of 11 g 11 systems 
leaving the fleet inventory at time ''t". to go to the scrap 
pile, to the repair facility and to the modification fa-
cility, respectively,are: 
tNieg = <t-1Nig)(tUg) 
tNirg = <t-1Nig)(tDrg) 




The sizes of the batches entering the fleet inventory 
from the maintenance facilities are dependent upon the 
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number of systems which departed from the fleet inventory 
sufficiently long ago to have completed their required 
maintenance and upon the probability that the maintenance 
facilities were able to complete the repair or modification 
required by eacho In other words, the number of systems 
entering the fleet inventory from the repair and modi-
fication facilities, respectively, are~ 
tNrig = (t"-LrNirg)(tlVIOg) 
tNmig = (t-L Nimg)(tMDg) 0 
m 
Figure 17 shows the forward flows of the batches from 
the fleet inventory at 9ne time to the fleet inventory after 
an elapse of the allowed lead ·bimes "Lr°' and "Lm" and after 
pass:Lng through the repair and modification facilities which 
have maintainabilities of 11 1VJ0 11 and "Mnlf respectively., 
Systems which were backlogged in the past in the maintenance 
facilities by not ·being completed within the allowed lead 
times will; in actuality, compose a part of every batch 
whicl'). leaves those facilities o To escape coping wi·th the 
effects of backlogs it must be assumed that all systems 
which do not complete maintenance by the appropriate time 
are exited directly and irrunediately from the maintenance 
facility to the scrap pi.lee That is, the number of systems 
from group "g" which are sent to the scrap pile from the 
repair facility at time 11 t 11 is 
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Figure 170 The Forward.Flows.of Batches From the Fleet 
Inventory to· rthe Maintenance Faciltties and Then 




and the number of systems from group 11 g 11 which are sent to 
the scrap pile from the modification facility at time 11 t 11 is 
The effects of backlogs are neglected in this monograph but 
should be investigatedo 
The total number of systems sent to the scrap pile for 
all reasons at· time 11 t 11 is 
and the total number of group "g" systems which have been 
exited from the fleet to date is 
Substitution of Equations (5a2) and (5oJ) into 
Equations (5a4) and (5a5) and adjustment of the time inter-
vals appropriately shows that the numbers of systems from 
group "g" which are returned to the fleet inventory during 
interval 11 t 11 are dependent upon the product of the apprc-
priate dubieties and maintainabilities; ioeo, 
The trade-offs between repair dubiety and operational 
maintainability and between modification dubiety and design 
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maintainability exis•:; d In Figure 18 is illustrated the 
tradeoffs required for variouB ratios of output of thJ 
maintenance facil i. ties to the fleet inventory size a '.J:!hus, 
for example 9 out of every hundred group 11 g" planes in the 
fleet inventory at time 11 t=Lm-·1 °1 , only 36 planes would have 
been to and returned from the modification facility by time 
11 t 11 if any of the following sample combinations of design 
maintainability and modification=dubiety existed~ 
A figure similar to Figure 18 could be made to show the 
tradeoffs between operational maintainability and repair 
dubiety which produce constant ratios of repair-facility 
output to fleet-inventory·=size a 
The number of fleet inventory systems from group ng11 
which meet or exceed the requirements for the critical 
performance characteristic during time interval 11 t 11 and 
hence help to sa.tisfy the job speci.fication quota at time 
. (5o12) 
Essentially NRR. is the number of systems in the fleet in-
ventory which did not have. to be s,ent to the maintenance 
facil:tties or the scrap pile during the time interval (t-1) 
to (t), and which were operating during that time interval~ 
However, reasons unrelated to the pre-determined critical 
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Figure 180 Trade:_0:ffs Between Design-Maintainability 
and Modification Dubiety Whjch Produce 
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Outputs to Fleet Inventory Sizes 
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so-called "reliable" systems be scrapped., Some of the 
reasons in the case of freight~type airplanes would be dis-
satisfaction with the time required to load the planes, pilot 
dissat_isfaction with flight characteristics of the planes, 
crashes, and development of fatigue cracks in longerons or 
other major structural componentso These reasons will cause 
forced attrition of the fleet inventoryo The number of 
systems in the batch which will be sent from group "g" at 
time 11 ttt for these reasons is tNiEgo 
The number of systems composing the fleet inventory at 
any time is a function of the number of systems previously 
in the fleet invent.ory and the numbers of systems which 
entered and which exited from the fleet inventory during 
time inte_rval "t"; that is, 
tNI;F = I tNig 
g 
tNig = (t-1Nig) - (tNieg) + (tNrig + tNmig) - tNiEg 
= tNRRg + tNirg + tNmig - tNiEg 
(5o13) 
(5 .. 14) 
(5o15) 
When the number of systems in the fleet inventory does 
not meet the job specification quota, the amount of shortage 
which exi.sts at time 11 t 11 is 
tShortageF = [ tNR - I tNRRg] -~ 
g 
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Figure 19 .. illustrates graphically the history of three 
groups which entered the fleet inventory at times (t = 0,4,9). 
The first of the groups completed attrition at the time the 
third group entered the fleet ( t = 9) o The effect of time on 
the numbers of systems simultaneously in the scrap pile, in 
the repair facilities, int.he modification facilities and 
in the reliable state is showno 
Figure 20 illustrat.e.s .. the effect of the number of re-
liable systems in each group on the total number of reliable 
systems which may help to meet the job raquirement of re-
liable systemso 
All systems in a group are assumed to have the same 
:\••, 
history on the date the group enters the fleet; ioeo, on 
the group 0 s "birth date 11 o Hence all of the systems in the 
group then belong to a single batcho The size of the batch 
supplied at time 11 t 11 is dependent upon the size of the order 
sent to that source 11 Lk" time intervals previously and upon 
·the current suppliability of that source for the number of 
systems of desired design; ioeo, 
(5o17) 
The question which now arises is, "What size batch 
should be ordered "Lk" time intervals prior to time of 
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experience, .forecasts and policies, dictate many different 







the required number of reliable systems fore-
for the time at which the new systems will be 
needed; 
the allowed time between sending the order 
and receiving the new systems of design 
type "k"; 
the total number of reliable systems 
present in the fleet inventory at the 
time the order must be sent; 
the procurement reaction control n11:}llber which 
-is a management decision at time Ut" ;· . 
and is used to take into account.both· the 
decreasing number of reliable systems as 
time progresses and the suppliability of 
the new-group source. 
Thus, the number of systems of design type 11 B11 which should 
be ordered at time (t) from source "s" is 
(5 .. 18) 
CHAPTER VI 
COSTS 
There are five sources of costs for sustaining a fleet 
inventory; namely, fleet inventory operations, maintenance 
operations, supply operations, inventory shortage and 
scrapping costso Each of these costs and their sum will be 
discussed in this chaptero A 11 pay-as-you-go" plan is 
assumed but costs may be adjusted to take into account the 
cost of financing if that is desiredo 
Fleet Inventory Operations Costs 
Inventory cost is the sum of the costs of storing, 
operating and overh.ead for each group 11 g 11 and is payable at 
the end of each time interval" If 100 per cent of the 
systems in the fleet inventory operate during time inter-
vals. 11 t 11 , the payment· due at time 11 t 0 , which occurs at the 
end of time interval 11 t 11 , for ea.ch group is 
where 
is the cost per inventory system from group "g" 
held at time 11 t 11 ; · 
is the number of group "g" systems in the fleet 
inventory at1 time " ( t-1) 11 ; 
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is the cost per inventory· system from group 11 g 11 
operated during time interval 11 t 11 ; 
is that part of the operations costs which is not 
proportional to the number of group 18 g 11 systems 
in the inventory; it is called the overhead cost 
of the operations per time intervalo 
Maintenance Operations Costs 
Maintenance operations costs are paid upon receipt of 
the renewed and modified systems and consists of the costs 
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of storing systems awaiting repair and modification, oper-
ating repair and modification facilities and overheado Part 
of the costs is proportional to the numbers of systems in 
the queues of the maintenance facilitieso Another part of 
the cost is proportional to the number of items which are 
servicedo For each group 11 g 11 the repair operations costs 
which are payable at time 11 t 11 are 
and the modification costs which are payable at that time 
are 
where 
is th~ waiting and storage cost per system in the 
repair queues per time interval; 
is the allowed repair, administrative and trans-
portation lead time; it is called the .repair 
"turnaround time"; 
is the 'lzy'a.iting and storage cost per system in the 
modification queues per time interval; 
is the allowed modification, administration and 
transportation lead time; it is called the modi-
fication "turnaround time"; 
is the cost of an average repair operation per-
formed· on the critical performance· characteristic 
determinant of one system from group ·ng 11 ; 
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is the cost of an average modification operation 
performed on a critical performance characteri.stic 
determinant of one system from group 11 g''; 
is the overhead cost of the repair facilities per· 
time interval; 
is the overhead cost of modification facilities per 
time intervalo 
If the maintenance facilities are not owned by the same 
II II 
company which owns the fleet, the overhead costs must in-
clude the profit desired by the owners of the facilitiesa 
Inventory Shortage Costs 
Inventory shortage cost is evaluated on the basi.s of 
the consequences which could occur should the number of 
reliable sy~_tems in t~E3 fleet inventory b$ less than the 
required numbero If this cost is proport:lonal to the number 
of 13Ys,tems short, then 
where 
t$Sh = [t¢Sh][tNR - ~ tNRRg] 
g 
= CtNRJ[t¢shJ = L t$sh g 
g 
is the cost per system short at time 11 t 11 ; 
is the forecasted number of reliable systems 
required at ttme 11 t 11 ; 
is the number of reliable 11 g 1u systems available 
during time interval 11 t 11 o 
Exiting (Scrapping) Costs 
Scrappi.ng of syst.ems is assumed to occur from all 
the fleet"' Systems f'rorn a common group in the fleet are 
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assumed to have ,St, common (:ialvf..1,ge v-alue and a common overhead 
"riddanc.e" cost" Th(il r::cH::rts may cliffer for each group in the 
inventory" Hence fi:,r each group II g" 
where 
t¢ e .,. E ., Cg is the administration (overhead) cost of scrapping 
a system from group "g'' at time 11 t 11 ~ 
"' is the sal vag. e vall.rn of a_ system in group 01 g 11 at tl"e :E: rg ·· ' ' time u t 11 o 
Supply Operations Costs 
The cost of supply operations is composed of ·the costs 
of purchasing raw materials,storing materials awaiting con-
version into systems, operating the designing and manu-
facturing equipment,. and overhead if the designing and 
manufacturing is done by the owner of the fleet inventoryo 
If new systems are purchased from outside the company, set 
to zero all unit costs except the t=Lk¢pg which is then 
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defin.ed as the sum of the prorated procurement cost and the 
purchase price from source 11 s 11 per new system .. In either 
case costs associated with new designs are gene.rally higher 
than those associated with standard designso 
Supply costs are payable upon receipt of the new 
systems at time 11 t 11 from each source "s": Hence at time "t" 
the amount payable 
where 
is the cost of the raw materials purchased at time 
" ( t-Lk)lf to make one system; 
is the storage and manufacturing cost per future 
system accumulated by the components of the system 
.when they were in the supply queues and channels 
during the time intervals covered by the supply 
lead .time ''Lk"; · 
is the overhead cost of supply operations per time 
interval for source ,tsn; 
is the number of new systems of either standard or 
newerdesign which were delivered to the fleet 
inventory from supplier "s" during time interval 
"t" .. · ' ' 
Total Costs 
All identical systems which entered the :fleet inventory 
at time 11 Bg" ( 11 birthdate of group 0 g 111 ) from supply source 
"s" are classified as members of. group "g''., The last member 
of group "g" will be exited from the fleet through the fleet 
inventory at time 11 Fg11 ( "finish date of group O grn) o There-
fore, at time uBg" the present worth of the total cost which 
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will be associated with a given group "g" during its future 
lifetime is 
Pg= $Sg + 
t'=Fg-1 





i' is the annual rate of interest divided by the 
number of time· interva1s in a year. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
The total payment which will be due at time nt 11 as a 
consequence of sustaining the fleet inventory during time 
interval "t" is 
+ (6.9) 
At .. time "I", .. which is the beginning of a planning 
horizon~ the present worth of the future costs of buying, 
repairing, modifying and s·crapping the_ members of the fleet 




In the above equation the importance of t$T is notice~ . g 
The relationships among tRg, tMOg' tMDg' tDrg' tDmg' tug, 
NS, tNiEg and their associated costs is emphasized by the 
.g 
following equation which results from the combination of a 
large percentage of the equations in the previous chapters: 
+ f t-Lr-1Nig][t-L/rg]} {t¢e;E;Cg- t¢e;E;Vg 
+ [tMogJ[t¢r;qg)(Lr) + t¢r;Ag 
+ [tMDg][ (t¢m;qg)(Lm) + t¢m;Ag 
- C1/e;E;Cg-t¢e;E;Vg~ 
( 6 ,, 1 1 ) 
In Chapter VII this equation will be expressed in terms of 
availabilities, reliabilities, dubieties and maintain-
abilities,, 
CHAPTER VII 
MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Based upon the theory developed in this monograph 
several measures of effectiveness ( "figures of merit'') of 
the fleet iµyentory exist; namely, 
(1) the average shortage of reliable systems over the 
planning horizon, 
(2) the present worth of the cost of buying and sus-
taining the fleet inventory under the assumption 
that it must try to meet the job requirements, 
(3) the availability of the fleet at any time 11 t 11 
within the planning horizon, 
(4) the cost per reliable system in the fleet at any 
time 11 t" within the planning horizono 
Several measures of effectiveness of the individual groups 
also exist; namely, 
(1) the availability of the group at any time 11 t 11 
within its "lifetime" . ' .. , 
(2) the cost per reliable system in the. group at any 
time 11 t 11 within the group 0 s lif.etime .. 
Figures of ~erit are measures of performa:ncee In the 
field of maintenance "avai.labili ty", which is the ratio of 
11 uptime 11 to "total time .. , is a comm.oh figure of merit used 
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to indicate the effect of maintenance upon the reliability .,, . .: . 
of a system. For a group the defil:li tion of "uptime" is the _ 
number of system-hours during which the forecasted required 
value for the critical performance characteristic are met. 
The definition of tltotal time" for a group is the total 
number of system-hours which could exist during the same 
time period of length "Y"- if each system in the.group pur-
chased were always reliable_. The availability of group 11 g 11 
during time interval number "t" which is 11 ·yri time uni ts 
long is 
:: (y)(tNRRg) = t:RR~ = (tRg~(t_,1Nit;) 
tAg - (y) (N,se;> Sg s~ . (7 .. 1) 
At any time "t" the availability of group "g" is de-
pendent upon the past availabilities, reliabilities, 
dubieties,· and maintainabilities of that group. Substi-
tution of Equation (7.1) into the equivalent_ of Equation 
(5.15) allows the relationships among these probabilities 
to be developed as follows: From Equation (5.15), 
+ <t-~-2Nr/t-LJii-1DmJCt-1MnJ- _t-1NiEg] • 
(7.~) 
Now substitute Equation (7.1) into Equation (7.2). Hence 
the availabili,ty at any time can be calculated in terms of 
former availabilities; i.e., 
Figures 21 through 24 illustrate ~he relationships among 
reliability, maintainability and availability given in 
Equation . ( 7. 3) when It-, Ag - . ( t- 1 =~=g Jl remains constant, 
The availability of the fleet, which is composed of 
.many groups, during time interval number 11 t 11 which is "Y" 
time units long is calculated similarly to the group 
availability: i.e., 
= ~:max ~:::~::;~;)(~RRgJ = 
L L (y)(Nsg.>· tAp, 
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k g 
(7 .. 4) 
It can be concluded that the availability of the fleet* at 
time "t" is equal ~o the weighted average of the avail-
abilities of all the groups currently in existence in the 
fleet inventory at that time; i~e., 
* ·Note: Suppliability helps to determine the number of 
systems added to the fleet during each time interval. Hence, 
effect of suppli~bility is implied in the value of the 
fleet's availabi1i ty at any time. · 
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A second figure of merit for a group is the average 
availability of the group over its lifetimeo When the last 
of the systems from group 11 g", which were procured.during 
time interval 11 Bg11 , is exited from the fleet by either 
natural or forced attrition during time interval "Fg", the 
"lifetime availability of group u g 0 11 can be calculated from 
the following equationi 
Fg-1 
~) 
L [t 0 NRRg] 
t~=Bg 
0 
As mentioned in Chapter VI, the total payment due at 
time ttt 11 to cover the costs of operating, maintaining and 
exiting systems from group 11 g" can be written in terms of 
availal)ilities, reliability, dubieties and unreliabilityo 




A third figure of merit for a group is the amount of 
payment for group "g" which will be required at time 11 t 11 for 
each system which is reliable during time interval nt 11 0 The 
cost per reliable system from group 11 gt1 during "t" is 
This equation may be expressed in terms of the group avail-
ability during ~t"; ieeo, 
(7o9) 
and could be named the 01 system unit-cost-availability ratio" 
during "t 1'" 
Similarly, the cost per reliable system in the fleet 
during "t" is 
Fg>t 
tU0CoAop1 = [t$T;F I~ (tAg)( ,Nsg)J 0 
(g=Bg):s:t 
( 7o 10) 
The equation may be expressed in terms of the fleet avail-
ability during 11 t 00 ; io ea' 
t$TF 
L C Nsg) 
g 
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and could be called the "fleet unit;.;.cost-availability ratio" 
.. during ntno 
A fourth figure of merit, is the "group lifetime 
evaluation ratio" which is defined as the ratio of the cost 
of sustaining._ the group over its lifetime to the average 
.number of reliable systems in the group over its lifetime; 
that is, 
(7<>12) 
Each of the above figures of merit contribute to the 
evaluation of management decisions which were made during 
the planning horizon" Graphs of some of these figures of 
merit are shown on the following p~ges (Figures 25 and 26)., 
Optimi,zation 
Currently there is no way to optimize a fleet effec-
tiveness function based upon the theory developed in this 
monograph except by trial and error through the use of 
simulationo The theory is written in terms of intervals of 
time (''stages'') so that conversion to dynamic programming 
notation can be made when dynamic programming methods are 
developed to allow many non=Markovian non"'.°ergodic counter-




SINCE GROUP ENTERED 
FLEET= AGE OF GROUP. 
·=(t-B;l . 
Figure 250 Payment Due For Op.ere.ting, Maintaining and 
. · Exiting a Group When the Group Is ( t - Bg) 
Intervals Old as Functions of the Age of 
the Group and Corresponding Availability 
of the Group at That Age 
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AGE OF GROUP 
AT TIME ITS 
ATTRITION IS 
COMPLETED 











Figure 260 Present Worth of the Costs of Buying, . 
Maintaining, Operating and Exiting a Group ! 
as Functions of the Age at Wh.ich the· Group 
Attri.tion Is Completed and the Average 
Lifetime Availability of the Group · 
occurs, those values of the decision variables which will 
optimize the measures of fleet effectiveness should be 
foundo 
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In terms of.dynamic programming the objective is to 
optimize one of the measures of fleet effectivenesso The 
state vectqr of the fleet_inventory at time 11 t 11 is composed 
of the state vectors of all the composite. flee-t inventory 
systems and _the number of current fleet inventory systems 
from each groupo The state vector of a composite fleet 
inventory system,from group 11 g 11 at time "t" is (tCDg; 
C • C ) The decision variables are the t Og;.ma;x:' t Dg;min ° 
management-decision factors tNiEg' tGa, tGb, tG2, tG3 and 
tWpo The parameters are the technological parameters, the 
forecasted frequency distributions of (c0 lt) and (CEit), 
and the forecasted job specifications, and the relation-
ships between maintainabili ties and suppliabi.li ties of 
facilities and. _their congestions o 
CHAPTER VIII 
AN ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
The purpose of Chapter VIII of. this monograph is. to 
present a simple problem which is solvable by the theory 
developed previously in order to enhance the readervs aware-
ness of the interplay among state vector of the fleet in-
ventory, the management-dictated decision variables, the 
parameters of the problem and the costs involvedo 
The state vector of the fleet inventory at time 11 t 11 is 
composed of all the state vectors of the typical fleet 
inventory systems" The state vector of the typical fleet 
inventory system from group 11 gn at time iut" (Fortran sub-
script "i") is composed of (tcDg; tCOgmax; tCOgmin) arid tNigo 
The decision variables for the fleet inventory are the 
management-decision factors tGa, tGb, tG2 ,. tGJ, twp and 
tNiEgo The parameters are the technologic.al parameters, 
the forecasted values of tNR' tCRmax' tCRmin' the frequency 
distributions of (c0 lt) and (cR\t), and the relationships 
between th~-- facilities congestions and thei.r maintain-
abili.t.ies and suppliabili tieso 
A group is designated by its particular (j,k) combi-
nationo II j'' is the time at which the group entered the 
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fleet; . that is, its 11 birthdate 11 o .!~k 11 is an arbitrarily 
assigned number which indicates the design type of the 
systems in the group, the supply source of the design and 
the supply source of the manufacture of the. groupo 
Eight types -of input must be given for simulation; 
namely, 
(1) job specifications data versus time from the 
beginning to the end ~f the planning horizon, 
(2) data showing the_previous states of each group 
born before the beginning of the horizon, 
(3) data showing the state vectors, the costs and 
the lead times associated with new groups which 
could be bought during the horizon, 
(4) data showing management decision factors, 
technological parameters and costs for the 
activity of each group in the fleet versus time, 
( 5) operation main·tainabili ties as functions of 
conge$tion in the repair facilities, 
(6) design maintainabilities as functions of con-
gestion in the modification facilitiesa 
(7) shapes of the probability distribution curves 
for CR and c0 between their extreme values, and 
(8) suppliabilities as functions of congestion in 
the supply sourceso 
Flow charts for simulation of the activities of the 
fleet in the problem are given and are rigidly followed in 
the example calculations which are shown step-by-stepo To 
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provide an __ l'overvi~w'' .of. thEt order.:o:f :.:t:b.:e_ steps' to ;be 
taken the general flow chart is expressed in terms of sub-
routines. Subroutines are numbered and giv&n five-letter 
Fortran names which indicate their purposes. 
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Four major "DO loops" are used in the general flow 
chart. The two innermost "DO loops" assure that the series 
of required calculations will be performed for a single 
interval of time for .all the groups currently in the fleet. 
The third loop decides what kind of design and how many 
systems will be needed in the new group which is ordered 
now for delivery "Lk" time intervals later. The outer loop 
assures that the series of calculations will be performed 
for the whole fleet for all times in the planning horizono 
Example 
An aircraft repair and modification company which has 
been operating for almost 25 years decides to enter the 
international air freight fieldo The most critical per-
formance factor is believed to be the speed of the trans-
ports. Forecasted job requirements over the planning 
horizon are shown in Table III. The distribution of the fore-
casted values for speed at any time is probably a skewed 
triangle like that shown in Table IX. 
The initial group, which is composed of 50 new planes 
of up-dated design are schedu;l..ed to arrive during the 
·quarter of the year which marks the 25th anniversary of the 
company. The design speed of these transports will be 
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700 mph, but the actual distribution of the values of the 
operating speeds at any time will be the skewed triangle as 
shown in Table IXo 
The company intends only to buy, not make, additional 
planes during this ten year planning periodo However, the 
company does intend to use its own facilities for repair and 
modificationa Repair and modification facilities for the 
company 0 s incoming freight fleet have.been set up separate 
from the facilities allocated to servicing customer" s air- . 
crafto The Maintainability-Congestion cu:rves stated in 
Tables VII and VII1: for the f:'eight fleet _faci,li ties are based 
upon the company's experience with standard and up-dated 
aircrafto Investigation has indicated that the Suppli-
ability-Congestion curves of the sources with which the 
company must deal are as stated in Table Xo 
Among the policies stated by management to guide the 
activities of the fleet are those regarding the methods 
for estimating each of the following: 
(1) the.number of systems to be ordered at any time 
,· 
for future delivery, 
(2) the type of design (standard up-dated) to be 
ordered, and 
(3) the number of systems which will be forced out of 
the fleet at any timeo 
These metho.ds are expressed in the flow charts of sub-
routines 13, 14, and 1, respectivelya 
Unit costs, interest and lead times are assumed 
constant over the planning period. Expected technological 
parameters, managerial decision parameters, etcetera, are 
shown in the remaining tables. 
1low Charts for Simulation 
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On the following pages are flow charts which show the 
subroutines and their usages in simulating the activities of 
the freight fleet. The purpose of the general flow chart is 
to provide the reader with an- llovervi,?w" .. of. the various ·. 
paths between the subroutines and the tests which indicate 
the circumstances under which each path is to be followeda 
The list of subroutines indicates the output of each sub-
routine, its assigned Fortran name and subroutine number for 
ease of referenceo Meanings of the flow chart symbols are 















PUNCH, PRINT OUT AND PLOT THIS OUTPUT i 
. () 
CONNECTING TERMINAL; MORE OF THl·S . 
SUBROUTINE IS ON THE. NEXT .PAGE. 
OBTAIN FROM INPUT TABLE 
MATCH INFORMATION WITH THAT FROM 
INPUT TABLE 
DO THIS SEQUENCE OF SUBROUTINES 
IN THE GIVEN ORDER. 
















DESIGNATIONS OF SUBROUTINES 
Name . Resulting Calculation 
FCNEG * N t iEg 
FINVG tNig. (from Equation (5,.11)) 
EXDTG tNe;Tg (from Equation (5o9)) 
'- (from Equation (2o1)) COCDG tCDg 
taOg max (from Equation (2o2)) 
tCOg min (from Equation (2o3)) 
RDDUG tRg (from Equation (3o13)). 
tug (from Equation (3,.14)) 
tDrg (from Equation (3o15)) 
BAT CG tNRRg (from Equation (508)) 
. tNirg (from Equation (5o2)) 
tNimg (from Equation (5o3)) 
tNieg (from Equation (5o1)) 
OPERM -Jl!og (Input Table V) 
DES NM tMDg (Input Table VI) 
AVALG tAg (from Equation (701)) 
COSTG t$Tg (from Equation (6011)) 
COSTE pg (from Equation (607)) 
RAIOG tUoCoAog (from Equation (607)) 
* Based upon management decisiono 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
No. Name Resulting Calculation 
(13) BUYNP tNp (from Equation (5.14)) 
(14) EVALS * tNpg 
( 15) AVALF tAF (from Equation (7.4)) 
(16) COSTF t$TF (from Equation (6.9)) 
(17) COSTO PF . (from Equation (6.10)) 
( 18) RAIOF tUoCoA.F (from Equation (7.10)) 
(19) QUADR intergration of a general curve 
between limits (IBM Program) 
(20) PLOTR IBM, Calcomp routine. 
(21) AVLGL TAg (from Equation (7.6)) 
(22) GLERG. G.LoE.R.g (from Equation (7.12)) 
(23) AVLFL A .. F. 
(24) SUPTS tsg (Input Table VIII) 
(25) ARIVT *N ·sg 
(26) ARE AT (from intergration of the figure 
shown in Input Table VII) 
* Based upon management decision. 
INPUT TABLES 
I,II,ill, nz:, IL, 





















j = t j = 100 
K= I K= I 














Figure 290 Subroutine# ·1 (FCNEG) 
tN1g 
EQ. 5.14 
Figure 300 Subroutine# 2 (FINVG) 
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+ 1, 
Figure 310 S-µbroutine.# 3 {EXDTG) 
tCo9 · 
EQ.2.1 








Nir = o 
Nim=O 














Subroutine# 4 {COCDG) 
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SET ---1 XMAX = tC R MAX 
XMIN = tCRMIN 
SET 








X2 = ( faH tCo9) 
x, = tCRMIN 
SET 
t1¥0g=Z 
( fb H tCo) = tC RM1111 
SET 
x2 = (tt>l(tC 09), 




___ ..__ __ -I X2" tCRMAX 
SET 
,1...** - z 
t 't'O -
X = (fbHtCo9) 
SET 
t4>; = z 
SET 
t<t>i "0 
Figure 330 Subroutine# 5 (RDDUG) 
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SET. 






xMAx = tCo MAxg 
XMIN ; tCOMINg ) . 
( f2H,<!011l .• tqOMAXQ · 
SET 
SET 
t'Po• o · 
· f3Hf~)~f_Q_~ _ 
SET 
""**= 0 t't'Og . 
SET 
X2 = (f2HtC09l 








.._ __ ....__------i X2= lf 2l (tCo9l 
X1 ~ ( fy hCo9l 
SET 
** t'POg = Z 
SET 
t1'~ = z 
Figure 330 (Continued) 
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... 







· EQ; 3.16 
1Pi-=R+U 
+D+D· r m 
tDmg 
EQ. 3.17 









Figure 340 Subroutine# 6 (BATCG) 
CONGESTION = 
t'= t-Lr 
L L t'Nlrg 
Q t'= t-2L 
tMog 
INPUT TABLE !l tMog 





























Subroutine# 11 (COSTE) 
tU.C.A. 9 UCA 
1------1 t •• ,g -1--------1 
EQ. 7. 8 


















Figure 410 Subroutine# 13 (BUYNP) 
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SET 
. K =2 
SET 
tNp(j,I) = tNp 




K~ I · 
INPUT TABLE I 
t VS. tCRMIN 
INPUTTABLE I 
t vs. tCRMIN 
,SET 
tNp(j,1) = 0 
tNp<i,2> = tNp 




ACCA = 0 
ACC9= 0 











Figure 430 Subroutine# 15 (AVALF) 
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j = j + I 
+ 
SET 
ACC =O C . 
j = 100 . 
SET SET 
.Kii: I K=2 
. . : . . . . 
.· . . AC Cc ;; ACCc +t$l 
















ACCA = 0 









EQ. 7.10 t---------------.J 
YES 
Figure 45a Subroutine# 18 (RAIOF) 
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j = j + I 
PF 
EQ.6.10 
Figu:!'.e 460. Subroutine# 17 (COSTO) 
Figure 47a Subroutine# 22 (GLERG) 
Figure 480 Subroutine # 2"! (AVLGL) 
SET 
· K = I 
SEr 
K=2 



















( X -X . ) X =X T MAX MIN 




Figure 520 Subroutine# 26 (AREAT) 
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Input Tables 
The inputs for the problem are expressed in ihe 
following eight input tables and in those subroutines which 
were previously indicated as being based upon management 
dectsiOJ:1So 
Values associ.a"ted with points lying between values 
given in the tables are calculated by assuming straight line 
functions between ad~iacent points o 
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TABLE III 
INPUT TABLE I~ JOB SPECIFICATIONS 
TIME tNR tcR min t 0R max 
~-- _______ _.........e:iuu.-.-.: 
Quarter Systems 
100 50 700 mopoho 1200 mopoho 
101 50 700 1200 
·102 70 717 1217 
103 90 734 1234 
104 110 750 1250 
105 130 767 1267 
106 150 784 1284 
107 170 800 1300 
108 190 817 1317 
109 210 834 1334 . 
110 235 850 1350 
1 1 1 260 867 1367 
112 ')8r .::. :) 884 1384 
113 310 goo 1400 
114 335 912 1412 
115 360 925 1424 
116 385 937 1437 
117 410 950 1450 
118 4.35 962 1462 
119 460 974 '1474 
120 485 987 1487 
121 500 1000 1500 
122 1037 1537 
123 '1074 1574 
124 1112 1612 
125 1150 1650 
126 1187 1687 
127 1224 1724 
128 1262 1762 
129 1300 1800 
130 1312 1822 
131 1325 1845 
132 1337- 1867 
133 1350 1890 
134 1356 1906 
135 1362 1922 
136 1368 1938 
137 1375 1955 
138 1384. 1974 
139 1392 1992 
140 500 1400 · 2000 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
180 600 3000 4000 
TABLE IV 
INPUT TABLE II~ NUMBER AND TIMING OF SYSTEMS ORDERED 
PRIOR TO THE START OF THE PRESENT PLANNING HORIZON 
Time at which· Group 11 g 11 : Number of systems 
103 
group "g" was which were ordered 
ordered: t ( j' k) at time 11 t 11 ~ 
of· design type 
k=1 k=2 
85 ( 93,k 0 0 
86 94,.k 
1 l 87 95,k 88 96,k 89 97,k 
90 98,k 0 0 
91 99,k 25 
1 
25 
92 100,k 25 
93 ( 101 ,k 9 
94 ( 102 ,k 0 
95 · (103,k 0 
1 
96 1104,1< 50 
97 105,k 0 
98 . 106,k l 99 ~ 107 ,k 
·100 108,k 0 0 
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TABLE V 
INPUT TABLE III: DATA FOR EACH NEWLY-BORN GROUP 






























tCR max+ 40 












1o15 t 0R max 
1o 15 tcR max +BO 

































INPUT TABLE IV: DATA FOR EACH CURRENTLY 
ACTIVE GROUP. AT TIME "t'' 
( j;k) 
1 2 
095 .. 95 
1 .. 05 1.05 
090 090 
.. 60 060 
·; 
.. 20 020 
120 mph 120 mph 
35 mph 25 mph 
70 mph 50 mph 
60 mph 40 mph 
30 mph 30 mph 
150 mph 150 mph 
100 mph 100 mph 
$ 10,000 $ 10,000 
$ 50,000 $ 70,000 
$ 30,000 $ 40,000 
$ 6,000 $ 4,000 
$ 13,000 $ 10,000 
$ 50,000 $ 40,000 
$ 6,000 $ 4,000 
$ 26,000 $ 20,000 
$ 60,000 $ 50ll000 
$440,000 $440,000 
$ 1,000 $ 1,000 




INPUT TABLE V: OPERATION MAINTAINABILITY 
VERSUS CONGESTION ' 
Repair Facility Congestion= 
0 1 oOO 
50 0.95 
1 00 Oo90 
3 00 Oo50 
4 00 Oo30 
5 00 and more OoOO 
TABLE VIII 
INPUT TABLE VI: DESIGN MAINTAINABILITY 
VERSUS CONGESTION 
t 0 =t-4 
Modification Facility Congestion = L L tu Nimg MD 
g t 0 =t=8 
0 1o00 
50 Oo95 
1 00 Oo90 
2 00 Oo50 
2 50 Oo30 
3 00 and more OoOO 
TABLE IX 
INPUT TABLE VII: CONDITIONAL FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTION OF x WHERE x = Co OR x = CR 
f(xjt) 
( xmax -3. xmin) xc = x_. + · .·. --min 
f. ( ~in I t) = o 
f (~axlt) = O 
r<x It) == ( 2 . ) 
c JSnax - xmin 
TABLE X 
INPUT TABLE VIII: SUPPLIABILITY VERSUS CONGESTION 








· 90 and more systems 
















Output Tables and Conclusions 
In the appendix is given the manual calculations in-
volved in following precisely the flow charts for five 
complete cycles of timeo On the following pages is recorded 
the output of the subroutines in the order in which they 
would occur in this example during those five cycleso Some 
of the output.has been graphed !or purposes of discussiono 
Several conclusions about the illustrative freight 
fleet can be drawn from these five cycles; to wit: 
( 1) · A$ shown in Figure 55, the number of shortages is 
large a.nd continually occuro The maximum number 
of shortages ·possibl.e at any time is equal to the 
number of reliable systems requiredG The dif-
ference between the actual and the maximum. curves 
in Figure 5? is equal to the total number of 
reliable systems at that time .. If the number of 
required systems is based upon contracts acquired, 
it is evident that a.sound management policy would 
be to incre.ase WP so that the number of items 
ordered would be larger and hence would aid in 
decreasing the number of shortages and attendant 
costs .. 
(2) Input Table VIII indicates that the suppliability 
of the designer-manufacturer combination selected 
is rather low for the number being orderedo A 
second source of suppl~ .. should be selected because 
.. 
the suppliability resulting from two designer-
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manufacturer combinations will be higher than from 
one combination and will be needed when larger 
number of systems are orderedo 
(3) Figure 56 shows that the availability of the fleet 
during. time interval ( 104) is z·ero; in other words, 
between time (103) and time (104) no reliable 
systems are availableo Figure 54 indicates that 
the causes of the shortage are the sho:rt lifetime 
of the group (101,2) and the fact that all 
fleet from group (100 2 2) are in the repair ' . . 
facilitieso 
-Analysis of the calculations from which Figure 54 was 
plotted indicates that the extremely short life of group 
(101,2) is caused by th~ high forced-attrition rate which 
resulted from .the management deqision expres.sed in flow 
chart FCNEG (Subroutine Noo 1) for groups having N8 :S: 100 
If further investigation were to confirm that this ;part of 
FCNEG .does express correctly the informed judgement of 
management, a larger number .. of systems should be ordered for 
delivery at time (101)0 
Figure. 53 shows that for group (100,2) c0 max becomes 
approximately equal to CD within three time intervals after 
the birth of that group .. Thus repair will be required by 
all fleet systems from that group within those three inter-
vals .. The rate at which c0 max ~d c0 min decrease with 
time and the range of c0 should be checked to insure that 
they coincide with actual experience .. 
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Although simulation 0f the problem has been performed 
for only five cycles, each possible pathway through the flow 
charts has been used and found to be logical" Since the 
problem was used only to illustrate as simply as possible 
the basi.c theory developed previously in this monograph and 
was not developed to generate usable data, no further cal-
culations to acquire outpu·t is deemed. necessary" 
1 1 1 
TABLE XI 
OUTPUT FOR t = 101 , g = (100,2) 
-~""""""'~!'t""'""= 
Output for t = 101 g = (100,2) NS = 50 
CD = 1380 mph 0 emax = 1435 mph 0 emin = 1250 mph 
'lrn = 1 .. 000 ii!** D = 0 ii!* D = 0 
PD = 1 .. 000 ljr -e 1 .. 000 lb*'* e = 0 
~* = 0 Pe = 1 oOOO R = 1 oOOO e 
u = 0 Dr = 0 Dm = 0 
PT = 10000 Nie = 0 Nir = 0 
N. = 0 Me = 1 .. ooo MD = 1 .. 000 1m 
NiE = 1 system Nri = 0 Nre = 0 
N . = mi 0 Nme = 0 $T = $ ,041 ,000 
NRR = 50 systems A = 1 o 000 U.,C,.A,.= $80,820 
per system 
NI = 49 systems Ne;T - 1 system $s = $1,200,000,000 
TABLE XII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 101, g = (109,1) 
Output fort= 101 g= (109,1) 
!CD = 1334 mph [ 14] . l Np = 32 systems [24] S = o 740 [29] NS= 24 
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TABLE XIII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 101, g = (109,2) 
Output fort= 101 
[ 14 ] {CD = 1534 mph 
Np= 0 
OUTPUT 
Output for t = 101 
CD = 1380 mph 
'ifD = 1.000 
PD = 1.000 
~* = 0 e 
u = 0 
Pr = 1 oOOO 
N. = im .. 0 
NiE = 1 
Nmi = 0 
NRR = 5 
NI = 4 
g = (109,2) 
[24] S = 098 · [29] NS= 0 
TABLE XIV 
FOR t = 101, g = (101,2) 
g = (101,2) .N s = 5 
0emax = 1460 mph 0emin = 1300 mph 
w** D = 0 iii* D =· 0 
1V 9 = 1460 mph -** ~e = 0 
PS = 1 oOOO R = 1 .ooo 
Dr = 0 Dm = 0 
N. = 0 N. = 0 ]. ]. 
Me = 10000 lVID = 1 .. 000 
Nri = 0 Nre = 0 
Nme = 0 $T = $441,000 
A = 1 oOOO UoCoAo= $ 88,200 
per system 
Ne;T = 1 $s = $120,000,000 
AF= 1 .. 000 
Output for t = 
CD = 1380mph 
•n = 1 oOOO 
PD = 1.000 
iii* e = 0120 
u = 0 
PT = 1 .. 000 
N. = 0 1m 
NiE = 0 
N . = 0 mi 
NRR = 43 
NI = 43 
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TABLE X:V 
OUTPU~ FOR FLE'ET AT t = 101 
$T.F·= $124,481,000 
TABLE XVI 
OUTPUT FOR t = 102, 
102 g = ( 100, 2) 
g = 




0 emax = 1410 mph 0emin = 1200 mph 
ilit* = 0 iii* D = 0 
'e = .880 iii** e = 0 
Pa = 1 .. 000 R = .. 880 
D r = 0120 Dm = 0 
Nie = 0 Nir = 6 
Me = 1 oOOO MD = 1 oOOO 
Nri = 50 Nre = 0 
· Nme = 0 $T = $3,960,000 
A = 0860 U .. CoAe= $92,093 
per system 
Ne•T = 1 , 
TABLE XVII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 102, g = (101,2) 
Output for t = 102 g = (101,2) NS = 5 
CD = 1380 5emax = 1435 5 emin = 
$D = 1 .. 000 ""** <.J?D = 0 * iJ?D = 
PD = 1 .. 000 *e = 1.000 iJ?** e = 
iJ?* = 0 Pe = 1 .. 000 R = e 
u = 0 Dr = 0 Dm = 
PT = 1 .;000 Nie = 0 Nir = 
N. = 0 Me = 1 .. 000 MD = 1m 
NiE = 4 Nri = 0 Nre = 
Nmi = 0 Nme = 0 $T = 
NRR = 4 A = .. 800 u,,c .. A .. = 
NI = 0 Ne·T -· t::; Fg -_,I 
' TA. = 0900 $s = 120,000,000 pg = 
G .. L .. E.,R,, = $87,914 
per system 
TABLE XVIII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 102, g = (110,1) 
-


















OUTPUT FOR t = 102, g = (110,2) 
NP= 38 systems s = .,830 
TABLE XX 
OUTPUT FOR FLEET AT t = 102 
$T;F = $14,364,000 
TABLE XXI 
U4C0Ao = $290,000 
per system 
OUTPUT FOR t = 103, g = (100,2) 
Output fort= 103 g = ( 100, 2) 
CD = 1380 0emax = 1385 0emin = 1150 
'VD = 10000 ~** D = 0 ~* D = 0 
PD = 1,,000 'V 9 = 0 ~** e = 0 
f* = e 1.,000 Pe -· 1 oOOO R = 0 
u = 0 D r = 1 ,,000 Dm ·- 0 
PT = 1 oOOO Nie = 0 Nir = 43 
Nim = 0 Me = 1 oOOO MD = 1 oOOO 
NiE = 0 Nri = 0 Nre = 0 
N . = 0 Nme = 0 $T = $3,480,000 mi 
NRR ::::: 0 A = 0 UoC.,A .. = (lO 
NI = 0 Ne;T = 1 
N = 0 p 
TABLE XXII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 103, g = (111,1) 
S = .600 
TABLE XXIII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 103; g = (111,2) 
s = .830 
TABLE XXIV 
OUTPUT FOR FLEET AT t = 103 
$T;F = $43,080,000 
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TABLE XXV 
OUTPUT FOR t = 104, g = (100,2) 
Output fort= 104 g = (100,2) 
R = 0 Nie = 0 ~, -~~ .,_ 
Me = ,.994 
Nri =· 6 
Nme = 0 
A = 0 
Ne;T= 1 
Nir = 0 Nim = 0 
IVID :;: 1 oOOO NiE = 
Nre = 0 Nmi = 
$T = 238,000 NRR = 
UoCoAo= 00 NI = 
TABLE XXVI 
OUTPUT FOR t = 104, g = (112,1) 
N = 52 p s - 0600 
TABLE XXVII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 104, g = (112,2) 






Output for t = 
c .D = 1250 
"n = .978 
PD = .. 998 
t* D = 0 
u = 0 
PT = 0998 
N. = im 1 
NiE = 0 
N . = mi 0 
NRR;:: 47 
NI = 47 
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TABLE XXVIII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 104, g = (104,1) 
104 g = (104,1) NS= 48 
· c ema.x = ·1290 0emin = 1210 
,i* = 0 t* D = 0020 
~ e = 1.000 t** a = 0 
Pe = 1.000 R = .978 
Dr = 0 Dm = 0020 
N. = 0 Nir = 0 ie 
Me = ,.994 MD = 1 .. 000 
Nri = 0 Nre = 0 
, 
Nm.e = 0 $T = $140,000 
A = 0979 UoCoAo= $· 29,787 
Ne;T = 0 
TABLE .XXIX 
OUTPUT FOR FLEET AT t = 104 




OUTPUT FOR t = 105, g = (100,2) 
Output for t = 105 g = (100,2) NS= 50 
CD = 1380 cemax = 1450 0amin = 1230 
"D = 1 .. 000 t~* = 0 t* D = 0 
PD = 1 oOOO 'e = .. 991 t** e = 0 
t* e = .. 010 Pe = 1 .. 001 R = .991 
u .- 0 Dr = 0010 Dm = 0 
PT = 1.001 Nie = 0 Nir = o· 
N. = 0 Ma = .994 lVID = 1 .. 000 im 
NiE = 6 Nri = -43 Nre = 0 
Nmi = 0 Nme = 0 $T = 1,390,000 
NRR = 6 A =. 0120 UoCoAo= 231,667 
NI = 43 Ne;T = 7 
Output fort= 
CD = 1250 
*D = .. 962 
PD = .. 999 
~* a = 0 
u = 0 
PT = .. 999 
N. = 1m 2 
N.E = J. . 0 
N . = m1 0 
NRR = 45 
NI = 45 
-CD= 1400 
TABLE·XXXI 
OUTPUT FOR t = 10 5 , g = ( 1 04 , 1) 
105 g = ( 104, 1) NS= 48 
cemax = 1255 5emin = 
~** D = 0 ~* D = 
. iv e = 1 .. ooo !e** = e 
PS = 1 oOOO R = 
Dr = 0 Dm = 
Nie = 0 Nir = 
Me = 0949 M D = 
Nri = 0 Nre = 
Nme = 0 $T = 
A :::; .. 938 UoCoAo= 
Ne•T = 0 ' .. 
TABLE XXXII 
OUTPUT FOR t = 105, g = (113,1) 













OUTPUT FOR t = 105, g = (113,2) 
N = 0 p S = .830 
TABLE .XXXIV 
OUTPUT FOR FLEET AT t = 105 
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Figure 53 .. Design and Operating Values of the 
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Figure 550 Number of Reliable Systems Compared to 
Requirements Versus Time 
>-~ . 
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Figure 56., Fleet Availab.ili ty Versus Time 
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CHAPTER IX 
SU1VllVIARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to develop a model of the 
relationships among time-dependent job requirements for a 
fleet, the design and operating values of the management-
designated critical performance characteristic of the · 
heterogeneous groups composing the fleet, the types of 
maintenance required and the c.osts involvedo 
Briefly defined, a fleet is a umixture" of components, 
whereas a system is a "compound" of componentso The com-
ponents of a fleet are systemso Examples of fleet systems 
are capital equipment items, divisions of companies, monies, 
and engineers; the term is very broad.a 
The assumptions made in the study were: 
(1) Jobs for a fleet can be expressed in terms of the 
number of reliable systems required and the range 
of required values for the critical character-
istico 
(2) Estimates of future values which will be required 
for the critical characteristic cannot be made 
accuratelyo 
126 
' .. (3) System design values wi.11 become obsolete but 
modification will delay the occurrenceo 
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(4) System operating values decay with time but repair 
wi.11 partially restore the ability of the system 
to operate reliabilityo 
(5) The amount of decay which occurs per unit of time 
is uncertaino 
(6) Systems may be forced out of the fleet by ar-
bitrary action, by deliberate action and by 
becoming unreliableo 
(7) The actions of one system has no effect on the 
actions of another system unless it increases 
congestion in a maintenance facilityo 
(8) The number of groups in the fleet can change with 
timeo 
(9) Systems which do not complete maintenance during 
the allocated lead time are exited from the .fleeto 
(10) Those parts of supply orders which are incomplete 
at the end of the allocated lead time never enter 
the fleeto No penalties are imposed upon the 
supplierso 
(11) Systems can be bought with design values which are 
standard or bettero 
(12) Management (a) estimates the future job require-
ments for the fleet, the effects of congestion 
in the maintenance and supply facilities, and the 
effects of time and maintenance on the operating 
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and design values of the critical performance 
characteristic of the systems of the fleet, 
(b) determines the policies under which systems 
will be bought and scrapped, and (c) selects fo~r 
values which express management v·s beliefs re-
garding reliability of design and operation of a 
system .. 
Definitions of frequently used symbols are these~ 
the·group availability, is the percentage of the 
time interval "t" that the group 11 g 11 is able to 
perform the job assigned .. 
u R 
t g' the group reliability, · is the probability that the 
fleet inventory members from group 11 g 11 will be 
able to perform the Job assigned when operated 
under the expected conditions during interval "t" .. 
11 tDrg" ,_ the group repair dubiety, is the probability that 
the fleet ·inventory members from group ng 11 will be 
sent to the repair facility during 11 tno 
'' tDmg", the group modification dubiety, is the probability 
that the fleet inventory members from group "g" 
will be sent to the modification facility during 
ti U II 
t g ' 
Ut II o 
the group unreliability, is the probability that 
they will be sent to the scrap pileo 
11 tlVIog'', the group operation maintainability, is the 
probability that the whole batch of 11 g 11 systems 
which had been sent to the repair facility "Lu r 
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time intervals·prior to "t" will complete repair 
and return to the fleet inventory by time "t" .. 
''tMng", the group design maintainability, is. the prob-
ability that. the whole batch of "g" systems which 
had been sent to the modification facility 0 L" 
time intervals prior to 11 t 11 will complete modifi-
cation and return to the fleet inventory by time 
''t" 0 
Conclusions 
Four measures of fleet effectiveness exist~· 
(1) the availability of the fleet at any time 11 t 11 
within the planning horizon, 
(2) the shortage of reliable systems over the planning 
horizon, 
(3) the cost per reliable system in the fleet at any 
time "t" within the planning horizon, and 
(4) the present worth of the cost of obtaining and 
sustaining the fleet inventory 0. 
Evaluated at the start of the planning horizon, the 
present worth of all future payments made over the planning 
horizon to operate, exit, repair .and modify the present and 
future fleet groups, to buy future groups, and to cover the 
costs of not having sufficient numbers of reliable systems 
available during some time intervals can be calculated by 
simulationo Currently simulation is the only means for 
studying the effects of management decisions upon the four 
130 
measures of fleet effectivenesso 
Evaluated at the proposed birthdate of.the future 
group, the present worth of all future· payments and purchase 
price made to buy, operate, repair, modify and exit systems 
of that group throughout :i,ts_lifetime can be calculated so 
that ''best-buy" comparisons may be made before a group is 
actually bought., The lifetimes of the groups are not 
·estimated by management o Instead, the "death-date" of a 
group is the result of the impact of the management decision 
factors upon the reliability of design and operation of the 
systems in the groupo 
The payment which must be made at time 11 t 11 for activ-
ities of a group during the previous time interval is a 
function of the unit costs, the maintenance lead times, and 




. R t-L g m 
Group reliability, unreliability, repair dubiety, and 
modification dubiety can be expressed as functions of the 
followingg (1) the current (original and/or modified) values 
of the design of its systems which are in the fleet inven-
tory, (2) the current (original, decayed and/or repaired) 
operating values of the critical performance characteristic 
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of its systems which are in the fleet inventory, (3) the 
frequency distribution of the job-requirement values of the 
critical characteri~tic, and (4) the frequency distribution 
of the operating value of the critical characteristic .. 
The proport_ions of group 11 g 11 systems which are in the 
fleet inventory (are operatable) at time "(t-1)" and which 
will become unreliable, or show need of repair, or show need 
of modification, or remain reliable during the time interval 
from ''(t-1)" to 11 (t)" are equal to, respectively, tug, tDrg' 
tDmg and tRg" 
The proportion of the original number of systems in 
_group 0 g 11 which will be reliable and hence available during 
time interval "t" to help do the job of the fleet is eq11al 
to tAg" tAg is found by use of a recursive equation which 
involves past values of Ag, Ug, Drg' Dmg' MOg' MDg and NiEg 
and the present·value of tRg" 
Suggestions for Future Research 
Lead. Timesg 
Allowed lead times are determined by the e~pected total 
environment in which the fleet inventory operates .. The 
event of war and other catastrophes short_ens allowed lead 
times., The effects o.f sudden shortening of lead time 
should'be investigated .. 
Renegging: 
Calculations of the sizes of the batches leaving the 
fleet inventory for the maintenance facilities and the scrap 
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pile and the size of the batch which helps to satisfy the 
job specifications are based upon the assumption that the 
true state of each system in the fleet can be dete:rmined and 
that all systems found to be in a given state will be 
allowed ·to ·go to the_appropriate facility (scrap pile, fleet 
inventory, maintenanca .. facili ties)" The · effects .of other 
assumptions, such as periodic, random and contiµual, and 
forced renegging, should be investigatedo 
Number of Required Systems: 
The forecasted numbers of required systems over the 
planning horizon were assumed to be deterministic .. This 
assumption should be liftedG 
Multi-Maintenance Facilities: 
At any time th~re may be several repair-maintenance 
facilities and several modification-maintenance facilities 
to which systems of dubious worth could be sent for the 
appropriate maintenanceo Each facility of a stated main-
tenance· .typ·e may have a Congestion versus Maintenance 
relationship and a set of associated costs which differ. from 
those of the other facilities of the same typeo A method 
for evaluating the facilities and optimizing the dispersal 
of batches among these facilitieso 
Backlogs: 
In the actual operation of a fleet those systems which 
were backlogged in the past in the maintenance or supply 
facilities by not being completed within the allowed lead 
133 
times will help to compose every batch which leaves those 
facilities and enters the fleet inventory for some number of 
time periods after their expected completion dates., These 
systems will differ from their on-time predecessors only in 
having a slightly later re-entry or birthdate and not in 
operating or design valueso Effects of maintenance and 
supply backlogging should be investigatedo 
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APPENDIX 
MANUAL SIMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 




Sub.Routine! t = 101 g = (100,2) 
? 
ti 4 100 I 101 no; .then 
ti 5 a 
( 2 0 1) CD = [(1 ° 15)( 1200)][50] + [80][0] + [1380 + 120][0] 
50 + 0 + 0 
(2 .. 2) 
= 1380 mph 
C _ [(1015)(1200) + 80- 25][50]+[1460+.20][0] 
emax - 50 + o + o · 
+ + [1460 + 150][0] 
50 + 0 + 0 
= 1460 """.. 25 = 1435 mph 
(2 .. 3) c _[1300-50][50] +[1300+40][0] 
emin - 50 + 0 + O 
+ [1300 + 100][0] 
+ 50 + 0 ,+ 0 
+ 1250 mph 
~ax = 1 200 mph 
~in= 700 mph 
[~J]'-tCDd - tcRmin] = [( .. 95)(1380) -700].=. +-; then 
[ CRmax - (fa H CD) J = 1 200 - 1 311 = - ; then 
set (fa)(CD) = 1200 mph 
x 2 = 1200mph; 
X1 = 700 = 700 mph; 
26 JSnin - x 1 = 700 - 700 = O; then 
~ax - x 2 = 1200 - 1200 = O; then z ~ 10000 
-·'D = 1 oOOO 
# 5 a 




[CRmax - (fb)(tCDg)J = [1200 - .(1005)(1380)] = -; 
then set (fb)(tc:og? = 1~00 mph 
w~* = o 
x 2 = 1200 
x1 = 1200 
~2 - x1 = 1200 - 1200 = O; then 
i~ = 0 
I. t = 101 g = .(100,2) - NS= 100 
PD = fn + tt* + ti = 1 o 000 
~ax== 1435 mph 
~in= 1250 mph 
_[ ceimax - (f 2> <ten)]= [ 1435 - ( o90) ( 1380)] 
= 1435 - 1242 =+;then 
[Cemin - (f2)(CD)] = 1250 - 1242 =+;then 
Set (f2 )(CD) = 1250 mph 
X2 = 1435 mph . 
x,_ = 1250 mph 
x. - x1 = 1250 - 1250 = O; then _- min 
x . - x2 = 14 3 5 - 14 3 5 = 0; then _z = 1 o 000 ·max 
, 0 = 1.000 
[(f3)(CD) - cemin] = [(a60)(138~) - 1_250] 
= 828 - 1250 =-;then 
set _ (f 3) (CD) = 1250 mph 
wee= 0 
x2 =1250 mph 
x1 = 1250 mph 
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#26 ~in - x1 = 1250 - 1250 = O;. then 
~ax - x2 = 1435 - 1250 = +; then 
xc = G250 + (1435 3 122°)]= 1250 + 62 = 1312 mph 
. x2 - xc = 1250 - 1312 = -; then 
1250 - 1250 1250 + 1250 - 2(12501 
z = 1435 - 1250 1312 - 1250 = O 
t.0 ::d o 
# 5 b . pa = t e + ie* + 919 =. 1 Q 000 
# .6 
(3o13) R = ietn = (1o000)(1o000) = 10000 
(3.14) U =~;*en*= (0)(0) = 0 
(3o15) Dr= Ctn)(1 - •al= (10000)(0) = 0 
(3 .. 16) Dm = (1 - •n>C1 - ta*)+ (in)(gje*) 
= (0)(1) + (0)(0) = 0 
t = 101 g = (100,2). NS= 50 
(5o1) N. = ie (50)(0) = 0 
( 5 .. 2) .Nir = ( 50)(0) = 0 
· (5 .. 3) N. = im · ( 50)(0) = 0 
= 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 
. Input Table V 
# 8 COiigestion = 101-8Nim + 101-?Nim + 101-6Nim 
+ 101-5Nim + 101-4Nim 
= 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 
Input Table VI_ 
lVID = 10000 
# ·-1 101_ 1NI - 10 = 50 - 10 = +; then 
N iE = ( o O 10) ( 50) = 0 o 5 => 1 
#10 (5o4) --Nri = ( 101-~Nir) (lVI 0) = ( 0) ( 1. 000) 
(5.6) Nre = ( 101-2Nir) ( 1 - Me) = ( O) (,O} 
(5.5) Nmi = ( 101..:.4Nim) (lVID) = (0)(10000) 






( 6 .. 1) $I= (50)(~0,000 + ·70,000}.+ 40,000 
= $4,040,000 
(6.2) $r = [(4000)(2) + 10,000][0} = 0 
:t '. 1. •• • •• 
(6o3} $m = [(4000)(4) + 20,000][0] = 0 






(6.8) $T = 4,040,000 +_ 0 + 0 +. 1,000 = $4,041,000 
·-
# 9 (5 .. 12) NRRg = [50][1-oOOO] = 50 
( 7 0 1 ) . A- = ~ = 1 0 000 
#l'f:~ (7 .. 8) _ UoCoAo = $4,041,000/50 = $80,820/system 
# 2 -- ( 5 o 14) NI = 50 - 0 - 0 -: 0 - 1 + 0 + 0 -
. = 49 systems 
-· 








N5 - Ne·T = 50 - 1 =+;then , . 
k Z 2 yes; then 
(t - 1- j) = (.101 - 1 - 100) = O; then 
j = JA = 100; Set ACCA = O; Set k = 1 
N5 ( 1 QO, 1 ) Z O; yes; thep. · 
? . 
k = 2 No; then set k = 2 
. ? 
N8 = 50; N8 = o No; then · 
[Ns - 100-1Ne;TJ = 50 - O =+;then 
ACCA = 0. + NRR.= 0 + 50 = 50 
100 Z (101 - 1) Yes; then 
101+8NE - ACCA = 210 - 50 = +; then 
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(5.14),,.Np··= [101+8NR "'.'" ACCA]Wp = [210- 50][o20] 
= 32 systems 
#1 4 tCD(100,1) = ( 1o00)(101+8CRmax) = 1334 mph 
t 1 = 131+ quarter 
CD(100,2) = (t .. 15 )-(101+8CRmax) = 1534 ~ph'. 
+ t 2 = 143 quarter 
VALUK _ [143 - 131] [18,000 1000l = O 
- ~31 - 101 24,000,QO~ 0 3 
[VALUK - 1 oOOO] = - ; the·n 
New g = ( 101 , 1 ) 
. , 








Supply Facility Congestionc 109 , 1); 
t'=101 
= L t'NP(t'+8, 1) = 82 (Table X) 
t'=93 
141 
s(109,1) = .740; 
3(109,2) = 098 
Set k = 2 SoFoCongestion = 10 
Set. k = 1 
(5.,17) NS(109,1) = C101Np(109,1)J[S(109,1)J 
= (32)(074) = 24 systems 
k =? 2 N t k 2 o; Se = ; 
(5o 17) NS(109,2) = [101Np(109,2)][S(109,2)] 
= [0][.98] = 0 
[H - t] = [140 - 101] = 39 
Set · j = 101 
? Ns( 101 , 1) = 0 Yes; then.Set k = 2 
jt ~ 101;); 101 Yes g = (101,2) NS= 5 
- ? CD 101 = 101 Yes then 
CD = 1 o 15 CRmax = ( 1 o 15 )( 1200 )· = 1380 mph 
c - ( 1 o 15 )( 1200) + 80 = 1460 mph emax -. 
_Cemin = (1015)(1200) - 80 = 13QO mph 
X. -· 1200 mph · max -
~in= 700 mph 
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[(fa)(tCDg) - tCRmin] = ((095)(1380) - 700] = +; 
then 
[ CRmax - (fa)( t CDg) J = [ 1200 - ( ,. 9 5) ( 13 80) J 
. ' 
= [1200 - 1311] = -; then 
Set (fa)(tCDg) = 1200 mph 
X2 = 1200 mph 
x1 = 700 mph 
# 26 Xmin - x 1 = .700 - 700 = O; then 
~ax - X2 = 1200 - 1200, = Oo Then z = 10000 
# 5 ,vD == 1 o ooo 
I t = ,01 g = (101,2.). "NS = 5 '~ .I 
# 5 Wn = 1 oOOO 
# 5 a 
((tCRmax) - (fb)(t?Dg)J = (1200 - (1.09)(1380)] 
= -; then 
Set (fb)(tCDg) = 1200 mph 
ti*= 0 
X2 = 1200 
X1 = 1200 
X2 - ~1 = 1200 - 1200 = O; then 
t~ = 0 
PD = 1 oOOO 
~ax= 1460 mph 
x __ .. = 1300 -min 
[(\,max - (f2)(CD)] = [1460- (090)(1380)] 
= [1460 - 1242] = +; then 
#26 
[Cemin - (f2)(cD)] = [1300- 1242] = +; then 
Set (f2)(CD) = 1300 mph 
x2 = 1460 mph 
X1 = 1J00 mph 
[x. - x1] = 1300 - 1300 = O; then · -·nn.n 
[~ax - x2] = 1460 - 1460 = O; then z = 1 .. 000 





[ (f 3Hcn) - ceminJ = [ < .. 60).( 1380) - 1300] 
= [828 - 1300] = -; then 
Set (f3)(CD) = 1300 mph 
~a*= o 
x2 = 1300 
X1 = 1300 
x. - X1 = 1300 - 1300 = O; then --min .. 
~ax - x2 = 1460 - 1300 = + 
XC = f 300 + t1460 3 1300) J = 1353 mph 
[x2 - xc] = 1300 - 1353 = -; then 
z - h300 - 130Ql 11300 + 1300 - 2( 1300)1 ;::: 0 
- 0460 - 1306J t 1353 - 1300 j 
~* = e 0 
p. e = 1 oOOO 
R = 1 .. ooo 
D = m 0 
Nie= (5)(0) 
N. = ·(5)(0) ir 




D = m 0 D = 0 r 
143 
I 7 Congestion= 




t ,N. = 0 · 1r 
# 1 NS - 10 = -
, Lt01 _1N1 - 4] = 5 - 4 = +; then 
.iE = iOo20)(5) = 1 
#10 Nri = ( 101 _2N1r)(M 9) = (0)(1.000) = o 
Nre = <101-2N1r>(1 - Me)= (0)(0) = O 
Nmi = 101-4Nim)(MD) = (0)(10000) = 0 
Nme = ( 101-4Nim) ( 1 - MD) = (O) (O) = 0 
'' 
$1 = (5)(10,000 + 70,000) + 40,000 = $440,000 
$r = ((4000)(2) + 10,000](0] = 0 
$m =((4000)(4) + 20,000][0] = O 
$e;E = [1000 - 0][$] = $1,000 
$T = $441,000 
# 9 NRR = [5][L,OOO] = 5 
5 A= 5 = 1 .. 000 
:/112 U .. CoAo = 441,000/5 = $88,200/system 








NE;T = 0 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 1 
k Z 2 Yes; then 
t - 1 - j = 101 - 1 - 101 = -; then 
#15 Set ACCA = O; Set ACCB = O; .Set j = 100; 
Set k = 1 
Ns( 100 , 1) Z O Yes; then 
k = 2? No; then k = 1 + 1 = 2 
Ns( 100 , 2) ,= o ? No; then 
[NS(100,2) - 101Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 =+;then 
ACCA = 0 + 50 = 50 
ACCB = 0 + 50 = 50 
100 = 101? No; then j = 100 + 1 = 101; 
.-Set k = 1; 
N8 ( 101 , 1) = 0 ? Yes; then 
k = 2 ? No; .then k = 1 + 1 = 2 
NS( 101 , 2) = 0? N~; then 
[NS ( 1 0 1 , 2 ) - 1 0 1 Ne ; T ( 1 0 1 , 2 ) J = 5 - 1 = + 
ACCA = 50 + 101NRR_( 101 , 2) = 50 + 5 = 55 
ACCB = 50 + 5 = 55 
(j 1 t) = (101 Z 101) Yes; then 
(704) A - 55 - 1 000 101 F - 55 - 0 
jt = 101 Fleet 
#16 Set j = 100; Set ACCC = 0 Set k = 1 
Ns( 1oo, 1) = 0? Yes; then 
k = 2? No; then k = 1 + 1 = 2 
N5 ( 100 , 2) = 0 ~. No; then 
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[NS( 100,2) - 101Ne;T( 100,2)] = 50 - 1 = +; then 
ACCc = 0 + 4,041,000 = $4,041,000 
(j = i) = (100 = 101 ?) No; then j = 100+ 1 = 101; 
Set k = 1 
NS( 1o,,,) = 0? Yes; then 
k = 2? No then k = 1 + 1 = 2 
Ns(,oi, 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(101,2) - 101Ne;T(101,2)] = 5 - 1 = +; then 
ACC0 = $4,041,000 + 440,000 = $4,481,000 
(j = t) = (101 = 101 ?) Yes; then 
( 6 .. 6) 1 o 1 $S_( 1 o 1 , 1 ) = [18,000,000 + 0] [ 0] + O = 0 
(606) 101 1sc,o,, 2) = [24,000,000 + o][5J + o 
= $120,000,000 
[ 101 NR - 101 ACC.A] = [50 = 55] = -; then 
set [ 101NR - 101 ACCA] = 0 
( 6 .. 9) 101$T;F = 101$3( 101, 1) + 101$S( 101,2) 
k=2 g=(100;k) 
V v · 
+ 6 - L ·. 101 $Tg 
k= 1 g= ( 100 ; k) 
1 k=2 ~ .. =< 101;k) . l 
'101NR - L .. 2 101NRRJ L k==1 ,~=< 1oo;k) J 
101$T;F - 0 + 120,000,000 + 0 + 4 1 481,000 
+ [440,000][50 - 55] 
= 120,000,000 + 4,481,000 + 0 
$124,481,000 
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#18 Set j = 100; Set ACCA = 0 Set j = 100 
Set k = 1 
Test# 
4 b 
~s ( 1.00 , 1) = O ? Yes ; then 
k = 2? No; then k = 1 + 1 = 2 
N8 ( 100 , 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(100,2) - 101Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = + then 
ACCA = 0 + 50 = 50 
( j = t ? ) = ( 100 = 101 ? ) No ; then j = 100+ 1 = 101 
Set k = 1 
N3 ( 101 , 1) = 0? Yes; then 
k = 2 ? No; then k = 1 +. 1 - 2 
N3( 101 , 2) = O? No; then 
[N ( ) - N. ( )] = 5 - 1 =+;then . S 101,2 101 e,T 101~2. 
ACC A = 50 + 5 = 55 . 
( j = t ?) = (101 = 101 ?) Yes; then 
(7010 ) UC A _ * /ACC _ 124,041,000 101 ° .. ° F - 101,jpT ; F A - , 5 5 
= $225,529 per system 
[H - t] = [140 - 101] =+;then 
i = 101 + 1 = 102 
Set j = 100; Set k = 1 
N8 (1oo, 1) = 0? Yes; then k = 2 ?; No; then 
k = 1 + 1 = 2 
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NS(100, 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(100,2) - 192-1Ne;Tg] = [50 - 1] =+;then 
It= 102 g= (100,2) 
# 4 [j = i ?] = [100 = 102 ?] No; then 
(2 ) -c. = [1380][49] + [1380][0] + 1380][0] . • 1 D 50 + O· + 0 ~ 1 
= 1380 mph 
( 2. 2) c_emax = .[(1435 )-2~0[4~]0[~48bo]~ o ~+[1460+ 150][0] 
= 1410 mph 
(2 .. J) c = [1.250-50][49]+(1300+40][0]+[13.00+.100](0] 
.a.min · · · 50 + o + 6 - 1 
# 5 ~ax~ 1217 
~in= 717 
=. 1200 mph 
[(fa)(CD). - CRmin] = {(095)(1380) - 717] =+; then 
[CRmax - (fa)(CD)] = [ 1217 - 1312] = -; then 
Set [(fa)(CD)J = 1217 
X2 = 1217 
X1 = 717 
#26 ~in - x 1 = 717 ~ 717 -~ O;_ then 
~ax - x2 = 1217 ~ 1217 = 0;. then z = 1 oOOO 
# 5 tn = 10000 
[ CRmax - ( f b )(CD) ] = [ 1 217 - ( 1 • 0 5) ( 12 80) ] = - ; 
then Set [(fb)(CD)] = 1217 
t!* = 0 
fl 5 a 
X2 := 1217 
X1 = 1217 
X2 - X1 = 1217 - 1217 = O; then 
t* = 0 .D 
PD= 1.000 + 0 + o. = 1.000 
~ax= 1410 
X'niin = 1200 
[ C emax - ( f.2 ) (CD) J = [ 141 O - ( o 90 )( 13 80 ). J 
' 
= [1410 - 1242] =+;then 
[Cemin - (f2HPD)J = [,1200 ,- 1242] = -; then 
X2 = 1410 
X1 ·= ( • 90) ( 1380) = . 1-242 
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#26 [Xinin - x 1] = [ 1200 ~ 1242] = -:-; . then 
II 5 
Xe·~ t200 + · 1410 · 3 l200 = 1200 + 70 = 1270 
Jx2 - xe] = [1410 - 1270] = +; then 
[x1 - xe] = [124~ - 1270] =-;then 
{ t . l { 242 - 1200] J z = ~410 .- 12oof c12 o - 120.a. c.1.21° - 1242 
[1410 - 1410] ] J,1 
+ [1410 _ 1_210J (1410 - 1270 + [ 1410 - 1}4_llj 
· ...• = {-rto}{~J (32] + 0 + 168} = .880 
, 0 = .890 
[(f3){CD) "'.'" cemin] ::;_,[(.060)(.1380) - 12.00] 
., 
= 828 - 1200 =-;then 
Set [(f3)(CD)} = 1200 
t** = 0 e 
X2 = 1242 




[Xinin - x1] = (1200 - 1200] = O; then 
~ 
[xmax - x2] = [1410 - 1242] = +; then 
XC = 1200 + 8410 3 1200] = 1270 
[x2 - xc] = 1242 - 1270] =-;then 
z _ c1242 - 12001 r1200 + 1242 - 2c12oo)l 
- [1410 - 1200J I. 1210 ;_ 1200 . · :J 
= ~J [46 J = • 120 
"'* -""'e - .120 
Pe= .880 + 0 + 0120 = 10000 
R = (1oOOO)(o880) = .880 
U = (O)(O) = 0 
Dr= [10000][1 - o880] = .120 
Dm = 0 
Nie= (50)(0) = 0 
Nir = (50)(.120) = 6 
Nim= ( 50}(0) = 0 
II 7 Congestion= 102-4Nir + 102-3Nir + 102-2Nir 
= 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 
! 
Me = 1 .. 000 
II 8 Congestion = 102-8Nim + 102-?Nim + • • • t' 102-5Nim 
+ 102-4N.im = O 
II 1 [NS - 10] = + 
[ 102_1N1 - 10] = [49 - 10] = +; then 
NiE = [ .. 010][49] = 049 ~ 0. 
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#10 Nri = (102_2Nir)(1VI 0) = (0)(1 .. 00) = O 
Nre = (102-2Nir)( 1 - Me) = (O)(O) = 0 
Nmi = ( 102-4Nim)(MD) = (O)( 1 .. 000) = 0 
Nme = <102-4Nim)(1 - Me)= (0)(0) = o 
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$I= [(49)(10,000 + 70,000) + 40,000] = $3,960,000 
$r = [(4000)(2) + 10,000][0] = O 
$m = [(4000)(4) + 20,000][0] = O 
$e;E = [1000 - O][O] = 0 
$T = 3,960,000 + 0 + 0 + 0 = $3,960,000 
# 9 NRR = [49][o880] = 43 
A = ,Po = .860 
#12 U.C.Ao = $J,g~~,OOO =· $92,093 per system 
# 2 NI= 49 - 0 - 6 - 0 - 0 + 0 + 0 = 43 
# 3 Ne;T = 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 1 
Test# 
1 a [N5 - Ne•TJ = [50 - 1] = +; then . , 
k = 2? Yes; then (t - 1 - j) = (102-1-100) 
=+;then 
Set j = 100 + 1 = 101; Set k = 1 
[N3 ( 101 , 1) = O?] Yes; then k = 2.? No; then 
Set k = 2 
[N3 ( 101 , 2) = 0?] No; then 
[NS(101,2) - 102-1Ne;T(101,2)] = 5 - 1 = +; then 
# 4 (j = t?) = (101 = 102?) No; then 
cD( 101 , 2 ) = [1380][4] 5++[~3:06[~] 1+ 1380][0] 
= 1380 mph 
c. _ [1460-25][4J+[1460+20][oJ+[1460+150][oJ 
emax ( 101 , 2 r 5 + O + O - 1 
= 1435 mph 
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c . = [1300-50][4]+[1300+20][0]+[1300+ 150][0] 
emin ( 10 1 , 2 ) 5 + o + O - 1 · · . . 
# 5 ~ax= 1217 
x. = 717 -min 
= 1250 mph 
g = (101,2). NS= 5 
[(fa)(CD) = CRmin] = [( .. 95)(1380) - 1217] 
= 1312 - 1217 = +; then 
[CRmax - (faCD)] = 1217 - 1312 =-;then 
Set [faCD] = 1217 
x 2 = 1217 
X1 = 717 
#2 6 [ ~in - x1 ] = 7 17 - 717 =:= 0; then 
[~ax - x2] = 1217 - 1217 = O; then z = 10000 
I 5 'n = 1 ... 000 
[CRmax - (fb)(cn).J = 1217 - (1005)(1380) = -;then 
Set [fbCD] = 1217 
/Ji~*= 0 
x 2 = 1217 
x, = 1217 
[x2 - x 1] = 1217 - 1217 = 0 
a /Ji~= 0 
# 5 a PD= 10000 + 0 + 0 
xmax = 1435 
xmin = 1250 
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[cemax - f 2cDJ = [ 1435 - ( ,.go) ( 1380) J = 1435-1242 
= +; then 
#26 
[Oemin - f 2cDJ = [1252 - 1242]·= +; then 
Set [f2cDJ = 1250 
X2 = 1435 
x1 = 1250 
[x.. - x1.J = 1250 - 1250 = O; then --min · 
[xmax - x2J = 1435 ~ 1435 = O; then z = 10000 
# 5 'e = 1.000 
[(f3)(CD) - aemin] = [(060)(1380) - 1250] 
·-
= 828 - 1250 =-;then 
Set [f3cDJ = 1250 
41** = 0 e . 
X2 = 1250; x1 = 1250 
#26 [~in - x1J = 1250 - 1250 = O; then 
[xmax - x2] = 1435 - 125.0 = +; then 
XC = 1250 + @435 J 1250J = 1250 + 62 = 1312 
[x2 - xc] = 1250 - 1312 = -; then 
11250 - 125~. [1250 + 1250 - 2(1250}] = 0 
z = [i435 - 1250J · [ 1312_-- 1250 ::J 
419 = 0 
b Pe= 10000 + 0 + 0 
R = (10000)(10000) = 10000 
U = (0)(0) = 0 
Dr= (10000)(0) = 0 
II 6 
II 7 
D = 0 m . 
~T = 10000 + -0 + 0 + 0 = 10000 
N. = (4)(00000) = 0 1e 
Nir = (4)(0) = 0 
Nim= (4)(0) = 0 
. _,., 
t 9=102-2 
. '" . 
Congestion = . L t, Nir = 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 
t'=102-4 
M9 = 1 ... 000 
t'=102-4 
# 8 ~ongestion = L , Nim = 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 0 
. t 1=102-8. 
MD= 1 .. 000 
# 1 [N5 ~ 10] = {5 - 10] = -; then 
[102-1NI ~ 4] = 4 - 4 = O; then 
NiE = 4 
#10 Nri = [ 102_2N1r](M6] = [0][1oOOO] = o 
., ' .. 
Nre = [0][1 - 10000] = O 
•mi = [.102_4N1m](Mnl = [OJ~ 1 .. ooo] = o 
. . ' 
Nme = [O]L1 ~ 1 .. 000] = O 
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$1 - = [(4)(10,000 + 70,000) + 40,000] = $280,000 
$r = [(4000)(2).+ 10,000][0] = 0 
$m = ((4000)(4) + 20,000][0] = 0 
$e;E = [1000 - O][O + 4] = $4,000 
$T = $284,000 
# 9 NRR = (4)(1) = 4 
A = 4/5.= 0800 
#12 U .. CoAo = $284,000/4 = $71,000 per systems 
#2 NI= (4] - [O + 0 + 0 + 4] + 0 + 0 = 0 




Set Fg = 102 + ~ = 103 
T-A = ~~103--1 t .. NRR] I #21  I [103 - 101][5] 
. #11 
tV::101 
= [5 + 4]/10 = 0900 
$5 = [24,000,000 + oJ[5J + o = $120,000,000 
. t~=103-1 
pg= $s + L 
t':::101+1 
,, 
= 120,000 + (284,000/(lo03) 1J 
= $395,613 
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#22 G .. L .. EoRo = [395,613/(0900)(5)] = $87,914 per 
system 
Test# 
2 a k = 2? Yes; then 
[102 - 1 - 101] = O; then 
#1.3 Set j = 100; Set ACCA = O; Set k = 1 
Ns( 1oo, 1) = O; Yes; then k = 2? No; then 
Set k = 2 
NS( 100, 2) = O? No; then 
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[NS(100,2) - (102-1)Ne;T(100,2)] = [50 - 1] = +; 
then ACCA = 0 + 43 = 43 
[100 = (102 - 1)?] = No; then j = 100 + 1 = 101; 
Set k = '1 
N3 ( 101 , 1 ) = O; Yes; then k = 2? No; then 
Set k = 2 
N3 ( 101 , 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(101,2) - (102-1)Ne;T(101,2)] = 5 - 1 = +;then 
ACCA = 43 + 4 = 47 
[101 = (102 - 1)?] Yes; then 
[102+8NR - ACCA] = [235 - 47] =+;then 




#14 CD( 102 , 1) = 1.o-000[ 102+8cRmax] = 1350 mph 
#24 
rd t 1 = 133 quarter 
0n(102,2) = 101 5C102+8°Rmax] = 1552 mph 
t 2 = 144th quarter 
f144 -· 102} [18,000,0001 = 10008 
VALUI{ = l}B3 - 10~ [24,000,oooj 
[VALUK - 1o000] = +; then 
g = ( 102 + 8, 2) == ( 110, 2) 
Set NP( 100, 1) = 0 
Set NP( 100, 2) = 38 systems 
Set k = 1 
tU=t:102 
Congestion = L t, Np (..1 ) 
tD:102-8 
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= 94 Np ( 1 ) + 9 5Np ( - , 1) + "° 0 + 101 Np ( - , 1) 
+ 102NP(-,1) = 50 + 32 = ~2 
s ( 100 , 1) = 0 7 4 
k = 2? No ; . then Set k = 2 
t 0:102 
Congestion= L NP(-, 2) = 38 
t 0:102-8 
S(110,2) = QB3 
k = 2? Yes; then 
#25 Set k = 1 





· 2 a 
Test II 
3 
NS(110, 1) = [O][a74] = 0 systems 
k = 2? No; then Set k = 2 
Ns( 110 , 2) = ~38][083] = 32 systems 
k = 2? Yes; then 
[H - 5] = (140 - 102] =+;then 
Set j = 102 
NS.( 102, 1) = O? Yes; then Set. 
NS(102,2) = O? Yes; then 
k = 2? Yes; then 
[102 - 1 - 102] = -· then ' 
k = 2 
#15 Set j = 100; Set ACCA = O; Set ACCB = O; 
Set k = 1 
· NS ( 100 , 1) = O? Yes; then [k = 2?] No; then 
·Set k = 2 
Ns(ioo, 2) = O? No; then 
[Ns(100,2) - Ne;T(100,2)] = [50 - 7] = +; then 
ACCB = 0 + 50 = 50 
ACCA = 0 + 43 = 43 
[100 = 102?] No; then j = 100 + 1 = 101; 
Set k = 1 
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Ns( 1o1, 1) = O? Yes; then k = 2? Nci; Set k = 2 
N8 ( 101 , 2 )= O? No; then 
· [N ( ) - N ( ) ] = 5 - 5 = 0 · S 101 , 2 e.; T. 101 , 2 
ACCA = 43 + 4 = 47 
ACCB = 50 + 5 = 55 
. Th.en j = . 1 01 + 1 = 1 0 2 
.Set k = 1; [Ns( 102 , 1) - O?] Yes; then k = 2? 
No; then Set k = 2 
N3 ( 102 , 2) = O? Yes; then k = 2? Yes; then 
[102 = 102?] Yes; then 
AF = .~. = o 8 5 5 . 
jt z 102 Fleet 
#16 Set j = 100; Set ACCC = 0; Set k = 1 
Ns(,oo,,) = 0? Yes; then k = 2? No; then 
Set k = 2 
Ns( 1oo, 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(100,2) - Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 7 =+;then 
ACCc = 0 + $3,960,000 = $3,960,000 
[100 = 102?] No; then j ~ 101; Set k = 1; 
Ns( 101 , 1) = 0? Yes; then k = 2; No; then 
Set k = 2 
NS( 101 , 2) = O? No; then 
[Ns(101,2) - Ne;T(101,2)] = 5 - 5 = O; then 
ACCC = 3,960,000 + 284;000 = $4,244,000 
[101 = 102?] No; then j = 102; Set k = 1; 
Ns( 102 , 1) = 0? Yes; then k = 2? No; then 
Set k = 2 
N ( ) - O? Yes; then k = 2? Yes; then S 102,2. -
(102 = 102?] Yes; then 
$ = 0 S(102,1) 
$S(102,2) = O 
[ 102NR - 102ACCA] =+;then 
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g=( 102, 2) k=2 g=( j<102sFg;k) 
$T;F = L 102$Sg + L L'. 102$T 
g=(102,1) k=1 g=-(js100sFg;k) 
+ [ 102¢shJ[ 102NR - L L 102NRRgJ 
k g 
= 0 + 0 + ACCC = [¢8h][NR - ACCA] 
= 0 + 0 + $4,244,000 + [$440,000][70 - 47] 
= $14,364,000 
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#18 Set j = 100; Set ACCA = O; Set k = 1 
Nsc100 , 1) = O? Yes; then [k = 2]? No; then 









NS( 100,2 ) = O? No; then 
[NS(100,2) - Ne;T(100,2)] = (50 - 7) = +; then 
ACCA = 0 + 43 = 43 
[100 = 102?] No; then j = 100 + 1 = 101; 
Set k = 1 
Nsc 101 , 1) = O? Yes; then k = 2? No; Set k = 2 
N5 ( 101 , 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(101,2) - Ne;T(101,2)] = O; then 
ACCA = 43 + 4 = 47; then j = 101 + 1 = 102 
Set k = 1; [Ns( 102 , 1) = O?] Yes; then k = 2? No 
Then Set k = 2 
N ) = 0? S(102,2 Yes; then k = 2? Yes; then 
[102 = 102?] Yes; then 
UoC.,Ao = [$14,364,000/47] = $290,000 per system 
[H - 5] = [140 - 102] =+;then sett= 102+1=101 
Set j = 100; Set k = 1; NS( 100 , 1) = O? Yes; then 
k = 2? No; Set k = 2; NS( 100, 2) = 0? No; then 
[NS(100,2) - 102Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 7 ~ +; then 
#4 100 = 103? No; then 
103CD(100,2) = [1380l~4~rmgJ++OO-+OO - 1380 
10}' emax( 100, 2) 
103° emin( 100, 2) 
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=(1410-25][43-0]+0+0 8 
43 + 0 + o - O = 13 5 
_ [ 1200 - 50] [ 4 3 - 0] + 0 + 0 = 11 50 
43 + 0 + 0 - 0 
g = ( 100, 2) 
# 5 xmax = 1234 
X .. • = · 734 --min 
#26 
# 5 a 
[ (fa)(CD) = CRmin] = [ ( a95)( 1380) - 734] = +; 
then [CRmax - (fa)(CD)J = [1234 - 1311] = -; 
then set (fa)(CD) = 1234 
X2 = 1234 
X1 = 734 
[~in - x,J = 734 - 734 = O; then 
[Xinax - x2] = 1234 - 1234 = O; then 
as 
tn = 1 .. 000 
PD = 1 .. 000 
~ax= 1410 
~in= 1200 
previously t~*= 0 
done 
,i = 0 
[Cemax - (f2 )(cD)J = [1410 - (09'0)(1380)] = +; 
then [c 0min - (f2 )(CD)] = (1200 - 1242] = -; 
then x 2 = 1410 
X1 = 1242 
#26 (xmin - x1] = 1200 - 1242 = -; then 
xc_ = 1200 - @410 3. 12.0~- = 1200 + 70 = 1270 
[x2 - xc] = 1410 - 1270 =+;then 
[x1 - xc] = [1242 - 1270] =-;then 
# 5 xmax = 1234 
x. = 734 -min 
[(fa)(CD) - CRmin] = [(095)(1380) - 734] = +; 
then [CRmax - (fa)(CD)J = [1234 - 1311] = -; 
then set [{fa)(CD)J = 1234 
#26 X2 = 1234 




# 5 b 
[~in - x1] = 734 - 734 = O; then 
[xmax - x2] = 1234 - 1234 = O; then ln = 10000 
PD = 1.~00 
xmax = 1385 





i~ = 0 
[c 9max - (f2)(CD)J = [1150 - (Q90)(1380)] 
= 1150 - 1242 = -; 
then Set (f2 )(CD) = 1385 
.. = 0 e .. 
[(f3)(CD) - cemin] = [(060)(1380) - 1150] = -; 
then Set (f3)~CD) = 1150 
;i;.** = 0 ~a ... 
X2 = 1385 
X1 = 1150 
t* = 1 oOOO e 
P 0 = 1oooo 
R = 0 




Dr= [10000][1 - O] = 10000 
Dm = 0 
Pr= 1 .. 000 
N. = [43][0] = 0 ie . 
Nir = [43][10000] = 43 
Nim= [43][0] = 0 
t V :::;:103-2=101 
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L L' Nirg =Congestion= 0+0+0+0+0+0 
# a 
g t'=103-4=99 = 0 . 
Congestio~ = L 
g 
· MD = · 1.~000 
t 1=103-4=99 
')' N. . = 0 +0+0+0+0+0=0 
L.J 1mg . . 
t 0 =103-8=91 
# 1 [N8 -·10] = [50 - 10] =+;then; 
[ 102Nr - 10] = (43 - 10] = +; then 
NiE =. (0010)(43) = ~. 
#10 Nri = [ 103_2N1r][M 0] = [0][1 .. 000] = o 
. Nre = [0][1 - 1] =·0 
Nmi = [J03-2Nim][MD] = (0][1._~000] = 0 
Nme = [0][1 - 1] = 0 
$1 = $3,480,000 
# 9 NRR = ( 4 3) ( 0) = 0 
. 0 . 
A =,o=O 
# 2 NI = 43 - 0 - 43 - 0 + p + 0 = 0 . 
II 3 
Test # . 
1 a 
2 a 
Ne;T = 1 + 0 = 1 
[~3 -- Ne-;TJ = 50 - 1 = +; t~en. 
k = 2? Yes; then [103 - 1 - 100] =+;then 
Set j = 100 ~ 1 = 101 
k'= 1 
g = (101,1) 
N8 = _O? Yes; then k = 2? No; then:set k = 2 
·.1~ = 103 g = (101,2) 
Ns = O? No; then [Ns "'.'" t-1Ne;TJ = 5 - 5 = O.; 
then k = 2? Yes; then [103 - 1 - 101] = +; 
then set j = 101 + 1 = 102; k = 1 
g = ( 102, 1) 
Ns = O? Yes; then k = 2? No; set k = 2 
g = ( 102,.2) 
N3 = O? Yes; then k = 2? Yes; then 
[103 - 1 - 102] = O; then 
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#13 Set ACCA = O; Set j = 100; Set k = 1 
Ns( 1oo, 1) = O; Yes; then k = 2? No; Set k = 2 
N O•, No,· then [N N ·J S(100,2) = S(100,2) - 102 e;Tg 
= 50 - 1 =+;then 
ACCA = O + 103NRR(100,2) = O 
j = 103 - 1 = 102? No; then j = 100 + 1 = 101; 
Set k = 1 
Ns( 101 , 1) = O? Yes; then k = 2? No; then 
Set k = 2 
NS(101,2) = O? No; then [NS - 102Ne;T(101,2)] 
= 5 - 5 = 0 
Then j = 103 - 1 = 102? No; set j = 102? 
Set k = 1 
N5 ( 102 , 1) = O? Yes; then k = 2? No; set k = 2; 
then N8 ( 102 , 2) = 0? Yes; then k = 2? Yes; 
· then j = 103 - 1 = 102? Yes; then 
[ 103+8NR - ACCA] = [260 - O] =+;then 
Np= [260 - O][o20] = 52 systems 
#14 Set j = [103 + 8] = 111; set k = 1 
CD(111,1) = 1367 
t 1 = 136; Set k = 2 
~D( 111 , 2) = [1o15][1367] = 1572 
t2 = 143 
143-103 18,000,000 = 40 
V ALUK = 136-103 . 24·,000 ,000 33 
3 10 
4 = TI 
[VALUK - 10000] = -; then set 
set Np( 11111 ) = 52 set Np( 111 , 2) = 
g = (111;1) 
0 
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#24 Set k = 1; Congestion= 82+52=134; s( 111 , 1)= .. 300 
k = 2?; No; then set k = 2; congestion=38+0=38; 
8 (111,2) = 083 
#25 Set k = 1; NS( 111 , 1) - (52)(o300) = 16; 
k = 2?. ~o; set k = 2 
NS(111,2) = (0)(.83) = 0 
Test# 
[140 - ,103] = +; 4 a then set j = 103, k = 1 
NS(103,1) = 0? Yea; set k = 2 
Test# 
6 NS(103,2) = O? Yes; then k = 2'? Yes; 
[ 10,3 - 1 - 103] = -; then 
#'15 Set ACCA = O; ACCB = O; j = 100, k = 1 
Ns(ioo, 1) = O? Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2 
NS(100,2) = O? No; [NS(100,~)-103Ne;T(100,2)] 
= 50 - 1 = + 
ACCA. = 0 + 0 = O; ACCB = 0 + 50 = 50; j = 103? 
No;.set j = 101--;.Set k= 1; N3 ( 101 , 1) = O; yes; 
then k = 2? No;_ set k = 2; N3 ( 101 , 2) = O? No; 
then [NS(101,2)-103Ne;Tg] = 5 - 5 = 0 
ACCA = 0 + 0 = O; ACCB = 50 +·O = 50; j = 103? 
No; set j = 102; set k = 1; NS(1-02, 1) = O? Yes; 
k = 2? No; set k = 2; N3 ( 102 ; 2) = O? Yes 
k = 2? Yes; j = 103; No; set j = 103; set k = 1; 
N5 ( 103 t) = O?.Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; 
' ' ' ' 
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N8 c103 , 2) = 0? Jes; k = 2? Yes; j 103? Yes 
AF= 5g = 0 
#16 ACC0 =.SR# 16 Has same."gates" as SR# 15; 
Hence ACCC = O + 103$T(100,2) + 103$T(101,2) 
= 0 + 3,480,000 + 0 = $3,480,000 
@ j = 103; then ( 103NR- ACCA] =- 90 - 0 = + 
103$T;F = $S(103,2) + ACCC + [t¢Sh ][NR - ACCA] 
= 0 + 0 + 3,480,000 + [440~000][90 - O] 
= $43,080,000 
#18 .Set ACCA ~ O; j = 100; NOTE: Procedure is 
identical to part of SoRo 150 Hence 
Test# ,., 4 b 
. ' . . . 
103(ACCA)SR15 = 103(ACCA)SR18 
103ACCA = O; j = 103; Yes 
UoCoAoF = [$43,080,000]/[0] = co 
[140 ""." 103] = +; .set j.=·100; k = 1; t .= 103+1 = 104 --
# 6 N8 ( 1oo, 1 ) = 0? Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; 
# \7 NS(100,2) = O? No; [NS(100,2) - 103Ne;T:gJ 
= [50 - 1] = + 
It= 1d4 g = ( 100, 2) -_ · N8 = 50 
II 4 10_0 = 104? No 
CD= 1380 per. previous calculation 




Set j = 101, k = 1 
Congestion = ~ 
g 
Congestion = ~ 
g 
t'=104-2 
~ t•Nirg = 6; M9 = .994 
t 0=104-4 
t 0=104-4 
\' tVNimg = O; MD~ 1o000 
t~104-8 
# 1 [Nsg - 1~J = [50 - 10] = +; [ 103N1 c100 , 2) - 10] 
= [O - 10] = -; 
NiE = 0 
#10 Nri = r104-2Nir][M9] = [6][.994] = 6 
' . 
Nre = [6][1 - .994] = 0 
N. = [0](1.000] = 0 mi . 
Nme = [0]{1 - 1.000] = O 
s1 = [0][19,000 + 70,000] + 40,000 = $40,000 
$r = [(4000)(2) + 10,000][6] + 40,000 = $148,000 
$m = [(4000)(4) + 20,000][0] + 50,000 = $50,000 
$e,;E = [100 - O][O + 0 + 0 + O] = O 
$T = 40,000 + 148,000 + 50,000 = $238,000 
# 9 NRR = [O][O] = 0 
A= 0/50 = 0 
# 238,000 .12 U o Co A.. = o = (X) 
# 2 NI = 6 
# 3 Ne;T = 7 
Test# 
1 a [Ns - 104Ne;TJ = [50 - 1] = +; k = 2? Yes; 
[104 - 1 - 100] = +; 
Set j = 100 + 1 = 101; Set k = 1; N8 ( 101 ,,)=0?Yes 
Test# 
3 
k = 2? No; ~et k = 2; N8 (101 , 2) = 0? No; 
[NS(101,2).,... 103Ne;T(101-,2)] ~ [5 - 5] = O; 
k = 2? Yes; (104 - 1 - 101) = +; 
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Set j = 102;-k = 1; N8 ( 102 , 1) = 0? Yes; k = 2? 
No; Set k = 2; N8 ( 102 , 2) = O? Yes; k = 2? 
Yes; (1~4 - 1 ~ 102) = + 
Set j = 103; k = 1; NS( 103 , 1) = 0? Yes; k = 2? 
No; set k = 2 
NS(103,2) = 0? Yes; k = 2? Yes; (104-1-103)=0; 
#13 Set ACCA = O; j = 100; k = 1 
NS(100, 1) = 0? Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; 
Ns(100,.2) = O? No 
[NS(100,2) - 103Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = +; 
ACCA = 0 + 104NRR( 100, 2) = O; j = 104 - 1? No; 
Set j = 101, k = 1; NS(lOl,l) = O? Yes; k;:::2? No; 
Set k = 2; NS(lOl, 2) = O? No; 
[NS(101,2) - 103Ne;Tg] = O; 
j = 104 - 1? No; Set j = 102, k= 1; Ns( 1o2, 1)=0? 
Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; NS(l02, 1) = 0? Yes; 
k = 2? No; set k = 2; NS(l02, 2) = 0? Yes; 
k = 2? Yes; j = 104 - 1 =? No; set j = 103, 
k = 1; NS(l03 , 1) = -0? Yes; 
k = 2? No; set k - 2; NS(l03 , 2) = O? Yes; 
k = 2? Yes; j = 104 - 1? Yes; [ 104+8NR - ACCA] 
= 285 - 0 = 285 = + 
_Np = [28,5_][ .. 20] = _ 57 
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#14 Set- j = 104 + 8 = 112 
CD(112,1) = 112CRmax = 1384 




CD(1 12, 2) = (1.15)(1384) = 1592 
t2 = 145 
VALUK = 145...;104] 1}8,000,0001 ~fl[.11 _ 10+ < 1.000 
13 -1 41 [24,ooo,oooJ = ~L~ -. 1.1+ 
[V.ALUK - 10000] = -
Set g = (112,1), Np( 112 , 1) = 57; Np( 112 , 2) = 0 




L t•Np(j,1) = 191 
t'=104-8 
#25 sg = .~oo 
Test# 
· 4 a 
_ Ns( 112 ,t) = (57)(o~OO) = 37; k = 2? No 
Set k = 2 
Congestion = L 
j 
sg = .830 
t'=104 
L t'Np(.j,2) = 38 
t'=104-8. -
N5 ( 112 ~2)"= [0][.830] = 0 
[140 - 104] =+;Set j = 104, k = 1; N8 ( 104, 1)=?? 
No; N8 ( 104 , 1) ='.0? No; 
[NS(104,1) --103Ne;T(104,1)] = [ 48-0] 
I t = _ 104 g = ( 104, 1) 
# 4 (104 = 104)? -Yes 
CD = ( 1o 000 )( CRmax) = 1250 
cemax = 1250 + 40 = 1290 
CD ·. = 1250 - 40 ~ 1210 1;1m1n 
# 5 xmax = 1250 
X · = 750 min 
[(fa)(aD) - CRmin] = [(095)(1250) - 750] = + 
[CRmax - (fa)(CD)J = [1250 - (.95)(1250)],:: + 
X2 = 1186 
x, = 750 
#26 [ ~in - x1 J = 0 
[xmax - x2] = + 
.· Xe = 750 + ~250 3 750] = 917 
X2 - Xe= 1187 - 917 = + 
X1 - Xe= 750 - 917 = -
z = r5i1 m~~=;§~. [917-750] 
~1250-11871 ] i 
+ ~250-917 J [1187-917 + [1187-7~0t= 
+n = 0978 
0978 
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[CRmax - (fb)(CD)] = [1250 - (1,,05)(1250)] = -; 
Set (fb)(CD) = 1250, ~n* = 0 
X2 = 1250 
x1 = (095)(1250) = 1187 
X2 - X1 = +; 
[xmin - x1] = 750 - 1187 = -
Xe= 750 + 5~0 = 917 
X2 - Xe= 1250 - 917 = + 




z = 11250-118il[ 2( 1250 )-l187-12i0 l_.[63 l [6.:fl _ 020 
[1250-750] · 1250-917 . ~-r ~OOjl!J~ - 0 . · 
ii = 0020 . 
a PD= 00998 
xmax = 1290 
X. = 1210 min 
·- ' -
· [Cemax - (f2 )(CD)J = [1290 - (090)(1250)] = +; 
[c9min - (f2 )(CD)J = [1210 - 1125] = + 
Set (f2)(CD) = 1210 
X2 = 1290 
. x, = 1210 
t 6 = 1 .. 000. 
~e* = o 
~a= o 
b P 6 = 1,.,000 
R = (.o 97 8}( 1 " 000) = ( o 97 8) 
U = (O)(O) = 0 
Dr = (0978)(1 - 10000) = 0 
Dm = 0020 
PT = 1 oOOO 
N. - (48)(0) =.0 ie 
Nir = (48) (0) = 
Nim = (48)(0020) 
Congestion = . L 
Congestion = I 
g 
0 
= .,98 = 1 
t 0 =104-2 
·~ t e. N. = 6 1Vl 0:::;1 oOOO ~ · 1rg. 
t l":1.04-4 
t 1 =104-4 
L t .N ... = 0 ... ' img 
te=104-8 
# 1 [NS - 10] = +; ( 103N1 - 10] = + 
NiE = [a01 103NI] = 0 
#10 Nri = [ 104_2Nirg][M 9] = [O][o994] = 0 
N = 0 re 
Nmi = [104-4Nimg][MD] = O 
Nme = 0 
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81 = [ 103N1 ][10,ooo + 50,000] + 30,oqo = 30,000 
Ir = [(6,000)(2)+13,000][ 104Nri]+50,000= 50,000 
$m = [ (6,000) (4)+26,000][ 104Nmi]+60,000 = 60,000 
$e;E = [1,ooo-oJ[,04Nie+Nre+Nme+NiEJ = o 
$T = $140,000 
# 9 NRR = ( 4 8 )( o 97 8) = 4 7 




U.C.Ao = $140,000/47 = $29,787 
N1 = 48 - 0 - 0 - 1 - 0 + 0 + 0 ~ 47 
N T· = 0 e; 
Test# 
1 a [N8 - Ne;T] = 48 - 0 = +; k = 2? No; .Set k = 2 
N8 c104 , 2) = 0? Yes; k = 2?. Yes; [104-1~104] 
# 15 Set ACC A = 0, ACCB = 0, j = 100, k = 1 
Ns(,oo,,) = O? Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; 
NS(100,2) = O? No 
[NS(100,2) - 104Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = +; 
= -
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ACCA = 0 + 104NRR(100,2) = O; ACCB = 0 + 50 = 50; 
j = 104? No; set j = 101, k = 1; Ns(,oi, 1) ~ O? 
Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; N8 ( 101 , 2 ) = 0? Yes 
k = 2? Yes; j = 104? No; set j = 102, k = 1; 
N3 ( 102 , 1 ) = 0? Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2; 
N3 ( 102 , 2) = 0? Yes; k = 2? Yes; j = 104? No; 
set~= 103, k = 1; N3 ( 103 , 1) = O? Yes; k = 2? 
No; set k = 2; N3 ( 103 , 2) = 0? Yes; k = 2? Yes; 
j = 104? No; set j = 104, k = 1; ~s( 104 , 1) = O? 
No; [NS(104,1) = 104Ne;T(104,1)] = 48 - O = +; 
ACCA = 0 + 47 = 47 
ACCB = 50 + 48 = 98; j = 104? Yes; AF= 47/98 = 0480 
#16 Set ACCC = O, j = 100, k = 1; Ns(,oo,,) = O? Yes 
k = 2?; No; set k = 2; Ns(,oo, 2) = 0? No 
[NS(100,2) - 104Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = +; 
ACC0 = 0 + 104$T;( 100, 2) = $2J8,000; j = 104? No; 
Set j = 101~ k = 1; Ns(ioi,,) = 0? Yes; k = 2? 
No; set k = 2; N8 ( 101 , 2) = 0? Yes; etco un~il 
NS(104,1) = O? No; [NS(104,1) -104Ne;T(104,1)] 
= 48 - 0 = +; then 
ACCc = 238,000 + 140,000 = $378,000; j = 104? Yes; 
C104NR - ACCA] = 110 - 47 = +; 
$s( 1o4 , 1) = [18,000,000][48] = $864,000,000 
$8 ( 104 »2) = [24,000,000][0] = 0 
$T;F = 864 9 000,000 + 378 9 000 + [440,000][110-47] 
= 1,242,000 + 27,720,000 ~ $28,962,000 
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#18 Set ACCA = O, j = ·100, k = 1; Ns(,o0, 1) = O? Yes; 
k = 2? No; set k = 2; Ns(,oo, 2) = 0? No; 
Test# 
4 b 
[NS(100,2) - 104Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = +; 
ACCA = 0; j = 104? No; set j = 102, k = 1; 
N3 c102 , 1) - O? Yes; k = 2?· No; set k = 2; 
N3 c102 , 2) - O? Yes; k = 2? Yes; set j = 103, 
k = 1; N3 ( 103 , 1) = O? Yes; k = 2? No; set k=2; 
N3 c103 , 2 ) = O? Yes; k = 2? Yes; set j = 104 7 
k = 1; NS( 104 , 1 ) = 0? No; 
[NS(104,1} - 104Ne;T(104,1)] = 48 - O = +; 
ACCA = 47; j = 104? Yes 
UoCoAoF = $28,962,000/47 = $616,213 / system 
[140 - 104] = +; set j = 100, k = 1, t = 105 
NS(100,1) = O? Yes; k = 2? No; Ns(100,2)= 0? 
No; [NS(100,2) - 104Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = + · 
# 4 j = 105? No 
5D = [1380][0-0]+[1380][6]+[1380+120][0] = 1380 
0+6+0-0 I 
- [25-25][0-0]+[1410+40][6]+ 0 1450 
C emax = O + 6 + 0 - 0 = 
- [50~50][0-0]+[1200+30][6] + 0. 
cemin = 0 + 6 + 0 = 0 = 1230 
# 5 xmax = 1267 
X. = 767 min 
[ (fa)(CD) - CRmin] = [ ( 09.5)( 1380) ..,. 767] = + 
[CRmax - (fa)(CD)J = [1267 '.°"' 1311] = -
Set (fa)(CD) = 1267 
x 2 = 1267 
. X1 = 767 
#26 (xmin - x 1) = 767 - 767 = 0 
II 5 a 
(xmax - x2) = 1267 - 1267 = O 
\Cn = 1 oOOO 
i~* = 0 ; ill~ = 0 ; 
PD = 1 oOOO 
~ax= 1450 
xmin == 1230 
Z ~ 1o00Q 
[cemax - (f2)(cD)J = 11450 - (090)(1380) = + 
[C 8m;i.n - (f2)(cD) = 1230 .= t242 = -
X2 = 1450 
x, = 1242 
#26 (xmin - x1) = 1230 - 1242 =··= 
XC = 1230 + 1450 j 1230 = 1303 
.(x2 - x 0 ) = 1450 - 1370 = +. 
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(x1 - x 0 ) = 1242 - 1370 = -
[. 1 ~ { 1242-12 ' . . J .11450-14501[ 1 
z.r = 122°} .]303-1230 [ 1303-1242 + 1J450-1303J 80J 
+ [208] = 0991 . 
w 9 = o 991 
# 5 [ (f 3H CD)-C emiri] = [ ( 0 60J <.1380)-1230] = 828-1230 = -
Set ( f 3) (CD) = 1230, t 9* = 0 
x 2 = 1242 
x 1 = 1230 
#26 [x2 - x1] =+;[~in - x1] = 1230 - 1230 = 0 
[xmax - x2J = 1450 - 1242 = + 
220 . 
X 0 = 1230 + -,- = 1303 
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(x2 ... ~0 ) = 1242 - 1303 = -
. _ 1242-12 QI 1]230+1242-2(1230)1 [1~] [12], 





,0 = 0010 
R = (10000)(.991) = .991 
U == (O)(O) = 0 
D = (~0000)(0010) = 0010 r 
D = 0 m 
PT= 10001 
N. = (6)(0) = 0 ie 
N, = (6)(0010) = o06 ~ 0 ir 
Nim = (6) (.?) = 0 
.# 7 qongestion (Repair)= 0 + 6 + 43 = 49 
'· 
# 8 Congestion (MODo) = 1a00 
# 1 (NS - 10) = + 
( 104NI - 10) = 6 - 10 = -
NiE = 6 
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#10 Nri = ( 103Nir)(M6) = (43) ,.o 994) = 43 







# 2 a 
# 3 
Nmi = ( 101 Nim)(1o000) = 0 
Nme = 0 
$I = [6][10,000 + 70,000] + 40,000 = 520,000 
$r = [4,000(2) + ·10,000][43] + 40,000 = 
= 774,000 + 40,000 = $814,000 
$m = [4,000(4) + 20~000][0] + 50,000 = 50,000 
$e;E = [1000][0 + 0 + 0 + 6] = 6000 
$T. = 520,000 + 814,000 + 50,000 + 6,000 = $1,390,000 
NRR = (6)( 0991) = 6 
A = 6/50 = o 120 
UoCoAo = 1,390,000/6 = $231,667/system 
NI= 6 - 0 - 6 - 0 - 0 + 43 + 0 = 43 
N T = 1 + 6 = 7 e • . , 
k = 2? Yes 
[105 - 1 - 100] = +i set j - 101, k = 1; 
NS(101,1) = 0? Yes; 
k = 2? No; set k = 2; N5 ( 101 , 2 ) = O? Yes; 
k = 2? Yes; [105 ~ 1 - 101] =+;set j = 102; 
k = 1; N8 ( 102 , 1) = O? Yes; k = 2? No; set k = 2 





Set j = 103, k = 1; NS( 10J, 1) = 0? Yes; k = 2? N~ 
Set k = 2; Ns( 103 , 2) = 0? Yes; k = 2? Yes; 
(105 - 1 - 103) = +; set j = 104, k = 1; 
N = 0? No S( 104, 1) 
It = 105 g = ( 104, 1) 
[NS - N T] = 48 - 0 = + e o . 
. ' 
j = 105? No 
CD= 1250 
cemax = 1290 - 35 = 1255 
cemin = 1210 - 70 = 1140. 
# 5 ~ax= 1267 
X., = 767 -lll.1ll 
fi 26 
# 5 
[(~95)(1250) - (767)] = 1188 - 767 = + 
(1267 - 118~] =+;set x2 = 1186, ~1 = 767 
767 - 767 = O; 1267 - 1188 = +; 
x0 = 767' + 1261;:,'7.§.1. = 767 + 167 = 934 
[1188 ~ ~~~] = +; [7~7 - 934] = -; 
r. 1 \ Jr.1·6i-~67][ ~ r.1267-'1188 J ] 
z = 1 ~ (fr- ti7 16y L 1261-934 c 11 ss-934 
- - + (11813 - 767]} = 0962 
'+n = .. 962 
[1267 - 1005(1250)] = 1267 - 1312 = -
~** = 0 D . 
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#26 (x2 = x 1) = +; (767 - 1188) = -
XC = 934 
# 5 b 
(x2 - xc) = 1267 - 934 = +; (x1 - xc) = 1188-934 =+ 
z = [12 6 7-11 ~81 [? ( 1 2 6 7 )-11 8 8-1 2 6 71 
0267-767] [ 1267 - 934 -1 
. -
= ~ (m) = 0037 
t£ = 0037 
PD= 00999; xmax = 1255, JSnin = 1140 
[1~55 - 090(1250)] = 1255 - 1125 = +; 
[1140 - 1125] = +; set (f2)(CD) = 1140 




(1140 - 1140) = O; (1255 - 1255) = O; z = 1.000 
t S = 1 oOOO . 
. 41a* = o 
t 6 = o 
Pe = 1 oOOO 
R = ( 0 96 2 )( 1 0 000) = 0962 
u = 0 
Dr = (0962)(10000) = 0962 
Dm = (0037) 
PT . = 00999 
N. = (47)(0) = 0 ie 
N. = (47)(0) = 0 ir 
N- = (47)(a037) = 2 1m 
Congestion(Repair) - . I 
g 
t ~ =105=,4 
#8 Congestion (MODo) = I I t, Nimg = 0 
g tD:105-8 
MD = 1 oOOO 
# 1 [NS - 10] = 48 - 10 = + 
[ 104N1 - 10] = 47 - 10 = + 
N iE ~ ( o O 1 )( 4 7) = 0 
#10 Nri = C105-2Nir)(Me) = 0 
Nre = (0)(1 - 0949) = 0 
Nmi = ( 105-4Nim) (MD) = O 
Nme = (0)(1 = 10000) = O 
$1 = [ 104N1][10,ooo + 50,000] + 30,000 
= (47)(60,000) + 30,000 = $2,850,000 
$r = [(6000)(2) + 13,000] + 50,000 = $75,000 
$m = [(6000)(4) + 26,000] + 60,000 = $110,000 
le;E = [1000 - O][O + 0 + 0 + O] = O 
$T = $3i?35,000 
# 9 NRR = (47)(o962) = 45 
A= 45/48 = 0938 
~ .. 
# 12 UoCoAo = 3,035,000/45 = $67,444 
# 2 NI= 47 - 0 = 0 - 2 + 0 + 0 = 45 




1 a [NS - N .. TJ = 48 - 0 = +; k = 2? No; e' .. 
Set k = 2; NS( 104 , 2) = 0? Yes; k = 2? Yes; 
II 3 (105 - 1 - 104) = 0 
· 1113 Set ACCA = O, j = 100, k = 1; N8 ( 100, 1) = O? Yes; 
k = 2? No;, set k = 2; NS( 100, 2) = O? No .. 
[NS(100,2) - 104Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 1 = + 
ACCA = 0 + 105NRR(100,2) = 0 + 6 = 0 
Similarly: When j = 105 - 1: 
ACCA = O + 105NRR(100,2) + 105NRR(104,1) 
= 0 + 6 + 45 = 51 
[ 105+BNR, - ACCA] = [310 - 51] = + 
105Np = [310 - 51][.20] = 52. 
#14 Set j = (105 + 8) = 113, k = 1 
105CD( 113, 1) = 113CRmax = 1400 
t1 = 140 
Set k = 2 
= 
105cD( 113 , 2) = 1a15(1400) = 1610 
t2 = 145 
vALm: _ ~ 145-105] [·1 s ,ooo, oool = 
.· .. - L140-10~ ?4,ooo,oo~ 
[VALID( - :;10000] = = 
Set g = (105 +. 8,1) = (113,1) 
Set 105Np(113,1) = 52 
105NP(113,2) = O 
[40\ (1\ 10 
'(35/ 4) =12 < l 
#24 Set k = 1 
Congestion (Supply) 
s, 113 , 1) = 0600 
k = 2?; No; set k = 2 
t 0 =105 
Congestion (Supply) = ~ ~ t•Np(j+8, 2)= 38 
s, 113 , 2) = 0830 
k = 2? Yes 
j t'=105-8 
#25 Set k = 1 
Test# 
4 a 
N5 ( 113 , 1) = (52)(.600) = 31 
k = 2? No;.set k = 2 
NS( 113 , 2) = (0)(.830) = 0 
[140 - 105] =+;set j = 105, k = 1; Ns( 105 , 1)=0? 
Yes; set k = 2; NS( 105 , 2) = O? Yes; k = 2? Yes 
(105 - 1 - 105) = -
#15 Set ACCA = O, ACCB = O, j = 100, k = 1 
By the usual procedure the following are the only 
ones which are either+ or 0~ 
[NS(100,2) - 105Ne;T(100,2)] = 50 - 7 = + 
[NS(104,1) - 105Ne;T(104,1)] = 48 - O = + 
Hence 
. ACC A = O + 105NRR( 100, 2) + 105NRR( 104, 1) 
= 0 + 6 + 45 = 51 
ACCB = O + 105NS(100,2) + 105NS(104,1) 
= 0 + 50 + 48 = 98 
Last j = 105? Yes; AF= 51/98 = .. 520 
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#16 Like 15 to th,e place where 
ACC A = O + 105NRR(100, 2) + 105NRR( 104, 1) = 51 ' 
Then S .. RQ 16 has 
ACCC = O + 105$T(100,2) + 105$T(104,1) 
= 0 + $1,390,000 + $3,035,000. 
= $4,425,000 
j = 105? Yes 
[ 105NR - ACCA] = [130 - 51] = 79 = + 
$S(105,1) = O 
$S(105,2) = O 
$T;F = 0 + 0 + $4,425,000 + [440,?00][79] 
= 4,425,000 - 34,760,000 = $39,185,000 
#18 Like 15 
ACCA = 51 
j = 105? Yes 
u .. c .. A .. F = 39,185,000/51 = $768t333 
Test# 
4 b · ( 140 - 105) = + 
Set(j = 100: k = 1; t = 105 + 1 = 106); Then 
t = 106 g = ( 100,2) 
4 This is. h.e s art o the sixt . cycle o . Since 
. methods of .calculations have been shown several 
times for- each ,subroutine-, ·. cEllc.ulations will be 
stopped he.re Q · 
·-·. - ;. 
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